
Comment Category 1 Comment Category 2 Comment Category 3 Comment Category 4

Q13 - Please provide any comments you have on an additional City-provided service to accommodate green waste disposal.
Tag 1 Tag 2 Tag 3 Tag 4

We are in a (grey area) when it comes to service, storm water, street lights, green waste, are all billed for... if I could Amex back to sl county  I 
would in a minute! All I have done is pay for some one elseâ€™s services. Budget Impact Service complaint
I mentioned earlier too difficult for leaf clean up. Leaf bin insufficient
Be able to put out on curb all green waste and tree branches, etc and not put them in bins. Again, go back to the way the old cleanup program 
worked. How much is the city recycling when it picks up items. Public would li,e to see reports on this. 

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions Service suggestion Return to NCU

Green waste takes care of itself if it is composted and isnâ€™t an environmental threat.  See my previous comments. Misc
go back to curb pick up Return to NCU

a drop off place
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

i don't need it - there are likely instances where some people do.  
Do not need additional 
green waste service

CENTRALY LOCATED DUMPSTERS LIKE THE GLASS RECYCLE
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

2 cans for leaves is not enough and for the additional cans the length of time isn't long enough Leaf bin insufficient
I think it's silly to have the street sweeper come through the neighborhood the week BEFORE any leaves start to fall. What is the reason for this 
extra service?

Street sweeper 
complaint

Would like a list of trusted,fair priced tree arborist provided by the city. Service suggestion
What's the deal with plastic bags?  Where are we supposed to put them?  Not in recycling, not in the trash, and I'm not entirely sure where they go 
if I take them to Walmart.  Misc

My lawn service takes a lot of my green waste, but I still use the brown bins for some of it. Use private hauler
Do not need additional 
green waste service

A designated day for green waste removal would make sense.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

It's a good service. It would be nice to hear more about the biodigester facility.
General positive 
comment

I would like it to be easily discoverable what happens to the green waste, and also to have access to the green waste (in the form of finished 
compost) to use on gardening projects. How would I get ahold of that info?

More education on 
compost

Should be monthly. My previous city did this at no additional cost.
Monthly bulk green 
waste pickup Service suggestion

Boise has a great heavy duty/ large paper bag/leaf recycle program. Are yard waste bins used in similar fashion for compost? Misc
Food waste collection would be appreciated. Collect more food 
I wonder about SLC trying annual clean up like othr Utah cities where a dumpster is placed, neighbors fill it.  OR, if fearful of individuals hauling 
stuff in to fill the dumpster, going back to the annual pick up.  Return to NCU

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I wasn't aware that I could have additional yard waste cans gratuit. I've been ordering "leaves only" can once yearly because so many leaves blow 
into my yard. Misc

The size of limb restriction on the collection makes it hard for some households to breakdown their branches.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

you use to do a city wide cleanup of everything included in the price. Now we have to look for empty dumpsters around town to have stuff hauled 
away. That really sucks. you have to go in the middle of the night to dump your stuff you use to haul away.. Return to NCU

Existing programs too 
restrictive

I would prefer putting my leaves in a bag for curbside pickup. Return to leaf bags

bring back the neighborhood pile trash pickup!!! Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Need to have service for clippings weekly or bi-weekly Misc
its a desert, wake up Misc

be nice if you let us know what is available
More education on 
compost



I strongly prefer the program that you got rid of to have everyone in an area throw out their bulk garbage at once and have a one time Clean up.  It 
seems that more money is spent sending trucks all over every day as opposed to 3-4 specific days to go to one location.  It is not environmentally 
friendly to send a truck to collect a half load for one homeâ€™s  bulk trash.  Iâ€™ve also noticed that many people will drive around neighborhoods 
and pick up items that others have thrown out to reuse instead of filling the landfill with items people just donâ€™t want and are of some value to 
another person.  Iâ€™ve seen it happen a lot in my neighborhood when everyone had the same pickup day(s).  Itâ€™s not cost effective to do it 
with the new program when youâ€™re going every which way to just pick up a half a load.  A lot of additional unwarranted air pollution. Return to NCU Misses scavenging
I like that I can request extra green waste containers at peak trimming season! Likes extra leaf bins
At other times of the year I could use 2 green waste cans, but we are in winter right now...the work is done. N/A

"need"? no, we make the current system work. it's just that the former system was better. Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

our area has a dumpster 1 time a year which really helps the neighborhood clean up Misc
I really need the extra green waste disposal in the fall/early winter for leaves Misc

We want the scheduled once per year yard wast pickup reinstated. Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I don't need anything that calls for an additional fee Keep it cheap
Twice a week service for yard waste in the fall when the leaves come down? Misc
Pipe dream: the city delivers compost/mulch to your curbside. Service suggestion

As I stated above, I was unawRe that additional yard waste containers were available (in addition to the 8 week Leaves Only containers).  
Additional yard waste cans will be very helpful.  Also, as stated above, it would be very helpful to pile leaves neatly in the street to be vacuumed 
up.  I lived in several cities that did this.  My concern is that I have over 100 trees on 1.25 acres (2 adjacent residences) and I struggle with the 
green waste produced using only one brown and one trash can on each property, Call 2 Haul, and 2 Leaves Only containers for 8 weeks. Likes extra leaf bins Vacuum up leaves
I need another compost/yard waste can.  I thought we only could have one Misc
Why are leaf bags not collected anymore? I have 20 in my driveway I've been putting in waste three bags at a time every week (since I can't put 
bagged items in yard waste). This was a loss of useful fall service imho. Return to leaf bags
Please see my comment on the previous page. N/A

Is it possible for the city to compost food waste - old veggies and such. That would be a huge improvement and a great benefit.
More education on 
compost

The compost cans are not especially, efficient when the leaves fall.  Always takes me weeks to get them completely gone.   Leaf bin insufficient

Our yard doesn't warrant more ways to unload green waste. We just make a pile and fill the cans several weeks in a row. Works out fine. Nothing more needed
Only if the city is able to compost what is picked up Compost important

Current Call-to-Haul Program restrictions are TOO difficult to attain, especially for older and/or ethnically challenged folk. Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

 i have my own truck, for green waste disposal,i have always taken care of that myself,I DO NOT LIVE IN AN APARTMENT! Self-haul Nothing more needed
absolutely not necessary for us Nothing more needed

The yearly pick-up was perfect, we could put out all our yard waste (fallen limbs) at once. Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I would like the availability to keep an extra can (or two) for longer than two weeks. I have a very large yard and could easily fill 3 90 gallon can a 
week! I wish we could have extra cans years round. 

Extra compost cans all 
the time Service suggestion

In the fall, leafs pick up Misc
None Nothing more needed
My yard is tiny, I rarely fill the yard waste bin as it is Nothing more needed
We have 2 very large sycamore trees in our parking strip. The clean up is endless. We don't mind raking, but getting leaves into bins takes weeks. It 
is really frustrating after wet weather to try and get rakes leaves into bins (because you can only fit so many each week) Right now, we have 3 cans 
and also use the neighbors and it is still not enough. Leaf bin insufficient
I have no trees. Nothing more needed

Don't quite understand the Call 2 Haul program
More education on 
current services / C2H

ways to save money is encourage people to compost and mulch their own waste Nothing more needed
Encourage on-site 
composting

Liked prior option of Street pickup annually if possible reinstate for once a year. Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

We actually don't have much need for green waste disposal because we like to compost for our garden. We even have a wood chipper for 
branches. Nothing more needed
Leaf collection needs to be addressed. Call 2 Haul does not appear to fill the need. Leaf bin insufficient

Could sharing a green waste bin between neighbors be an option for people who compost on site? Composting on site should be encouraged.
Encourage on-site 
composting

More education on 
compost



I miss the old junk pickup system Return to NCU
I would be nice if large tree limbs down to around 3" diameter were included in some form of Call2Haul rather then having to saw them down to 
fit in the brown bins

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Smaller limbs through 
C2H

curbside containers are not sufficient for brush disposal Leaf bin insufficient
I pay for yard maintenance and they take it away. If you provide these folks might just leave  it for you Use private hauler
any additional green waste we have had that doesnt fit, we have brought it down ourselves to be recycled via trailer Self-haul Nothing more needed

Perhaps more containers in the fall for the leaves.
Provide even more leaf 
bins Service suggestion

especially after winter/summer storms.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Seems like a lot of yard management companies blow all of their leaves into the streets--don't know if that needs to be addressed, somehow. Misc Service suggestion

City seems to be responsive to clean up tree damage created by weather.
General positive 
comment

I appreciate the worker and the work that do for our community.
General positive 
comment

Thiss service works great for us, as it is.
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

none Nothing more needed

Most households generate green waste year-round.  Ceasing collection over winter months causes stockpiling of green waste which can create 
sanitation concerns.

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

Did not know that Call 2 Haul would pickup tree limbs. Would not work if you had to wait weeks for a pickup.
More education on 
current services / C2H

Never knew that you could call for tree limb pickup. But it would be usless if you had to wait weeks for a pickup.
More education on 
current services / C2H

I think everyone should either use the cans provided or make arrangements to take stuff to the dump on their own.  If the city does provide 
hauling for garbage they should charge for it and be better at being there on time.  I hate piles of garbage in the neighborhood. Having said that, I 
do like the extra compost cans for free.  I have a ton of leaves that fall in the spring. Nothing more needed Likes extra leaf bins C2H Fee For Service
None for us. Nothing more needed
A place to drop off plastic bags full of leaves in the fall (like Liberty Park), would help with the volume of fall yard waste and the annual pain of 
taking several times as the weather slowly changes. I had two trailer loads of leaves this year and my yard isnâ€™t that big. Trees are good for all of 
us but I couldnâ€™t bear the bag, wait, refill the bin and hope cycle this year so I paid someone to haul the leaves to the dump. I could have taken 
the , gradually, to a drop off spot and not had that extra expense. Leaf bin insufficient

Offer a green waste 
dropoff

I can only have a tree pick up once a year. With climate change, windstorms and drought are taking their toll. Maybe extra pickups after extreme 
weather events for free?

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

after a storm where there are alot of limbs down
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

The city already provides what we need. Nothing more needed

we experience alot of wind here and large branches fall down. I feel they should be picked up at the curbside.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Big limb removal when electric lines hindered Misc
Need regular dumpsters service Dumpster service
N/a N/A
"Additional" is good but the pickup for disposal could be 2-3 weeks out . . . not weekly. More bulky green waste

I thought I would need to pay for extra containers,  Can I call to get them for fall waste and then call to have them returned a month or two later?  I 
don't want to store them all year long. Misc

More education on 
current services / 
compost

I don't think the street sweeping does a great job of fall leaf cleanup from the streets, maybe that could be improved. My hometown has leaf 
vacuum trucks. This biomaterial causes problems with runoff and high nutrient loads to the Jordan. We try to scoop up the street leaves but it is 
hard to do individually. 

Street sweeper 
complaint

Once in a while we trim our trees and it would be nice to know when the pick up is so we can coordinate Misc

I'm happy with the green waste compostable service. Nothing more needed
General positive 
comment

Very intermittently, I need more yard waste room. I usually just borrow the neighborsâ€™ Nothing more needed
Do not increase the price for the current rate provided per household, and the program for extra containers available upon request, other than 
charge a delivery fee. Keep it cheap Nothing more needed

For any additional service, people should pay for their own private hauling services. Nothing more needed
Private haulers should 
fill the gap



The disposal of leaves in the fall takes multiple weeks to dispose of because of the size Leaf bin insufficient

I'd like to be informed on metrics of composting, and for what the compost is used. 
More education on 
compost

It would be nice if the city would pickup tree trunks that can go directly to a composite 
Offer tree trunk 
collection More bulky green waste

In Wisconsin, we had specific leaf removal services that vacuumed piles of leaves left at the curb. This would be nice to have in the fall Vacuum up leaves
in my case I have little to no tree limbs so I can give no opinion Nothing more needed

Bring back the old neighborhood cleanup when we could have a green pile Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Especially for fall when tree limbs fall in the avenues. More bulky green waste
no need, I mulch mine for 20 years and works fine Nothing more needed
I liked the old annual curbside pick up system more. Seeing your neighbors' piles is an effective reminder and gives you a deadline. It definitely 
motivated me to get my junk out there in time for pick up. My neighbor is a severe hoarder. I've seen her bring things out during the "old" curbside 
pick ups. I doubt she would donate anything just on her own. Return to leaf bags
Are you kidding me? Misc

Overall - I am shocked at the thought of a rate increase.  When the city determinded to cut back the yearly compost collection the public that pays 
for the service - we never received a discount even though the city promoted that discontinuing greenwaste collection for a 1/3 of the year saves 
over 4,449 gallons of fuel, countless employee hours, service to trucks, in addition to other tangible savings, the public NEVER received a discount 
with the implementation of this service.  Where does the money go that we are saving each year?  Can't the city utilize all this saved money and 
place it towards the reason for the proposed increase?

More education on 
compost

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

I would appreciate and pay for ability to collect more leaves at one time in the fall. Leaf bin insufficient

Iâ€™d rather pile things in my gutter for pick up
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I see now that extra cans are available year round but I still think a leaf collection period would be helpful. Vacuum up leaves
None Nothing more needed
do not raise the rates.  you need to lerarn to live within your budget.  homeowners  do not have un limited  pockets Misc
My yard size is such that I need to pay for two yard cans and sometimes that is not enough space Leaf bin insufficient

Service is excellent
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

this service should be provided to apartment and business complexes Misc
None Nothing more needed

I forgot that I could get extra yard waste cans.
More education on 
current services / C2H

Just as mentioned above about terrible food waste commercially.  The compost/yard waste service is totally adequate for individual households I 
believe.  Nothing more needed
maybe occasiona larticles in our monthly bill that tell how important recycling is and what the city does with the garbage and the recycling would 
help people  be more mindful.

More education on 
recycling

More education on 
compost Service suggestion

Love it
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

The old annual neighborhood trash pickup was very effective. Return to NCU
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

The brown can is more than adequite 99% of the time. Nothing more needed
There should be reduced fees and more services for the elderly Budget Impact
The recycling and yard waste programs are tremendously important!  Donâ€™t even think of dropping these! Nothing more needed
Small yard no need. Nothing more needed

it has worked well for us -- thank you
General positive 
comment

Delivery of finished compost at a nominal fee. Reduce the dump fees of green waste. Compost important
Bring back the orange bags for leaves without additional costs to existing customers. Return to leaf bags
SLC DOES NOT provide 12 months service for brown cans!!! Check with Santation. You are providing a false narrative!!! Misc Service complaint

Please upgrade the facility to accept compostable bags
Accept more 
compostables

See prior comments. A "call for leaves" could work! Maybe in this case, it would be to provide people with multiple brown bins seasonally. We 
would not want to keep multiple bins all year long. No room.

Provide even more leaf 
bins

Leaf bag removal once a year - bags placed on the curb Return to leaf bags
only time we need additional green waste disposal is for leaves in the fall, so we liked the additional pick-up of bags of leaves Return to leaf bags



Just for spring and fall clean-up
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

 There has to be some innovative/ ways to off set cost for consumers, with climate change , will arise companies that are doing more than passing 
cost to the consumer as the economy will be negatively affected also....THINK AHEAD! Misc
I only need the extra cans 1 week per year (leaf cleanup). Misc

Additional tree limb collection opportunities, outside of Call 2 Haul, would be very useful
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Please return to providing bags for leaf disposal in the fall Return to leaf bags
city tree leaves clean up, there your trees. dont make home owners responsible for it!!! Service suggestion

Didn't know these existed
More education on 
compost

need program  in the fall to accommodate leaves Leaf bin insufficient

There should be better awareness and online scheduling opportunities. 
More education on 
compost

I donâ€™t know much about composting with the brown bin but I believe the composting is then sold after it has been broken down.  This 
program is fine if it is cost effective.  If not, it should be done away or find a better way that is net positive instead of negative. Misc

Bins for food scraps - maybe just a drop-off like the glass recycling
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Lived in an area where refuse was collected commercially. We paid per pick-up. It taught us to be more conscious of the waste we generated.  
Recycling was not at the curb, but was available. It all worked quite well. Service suggestion

I think this is a wonderful service, I just haven't needed it.
General positive 
comment

How about "white waste" disposal? I would gladly pay extra for a city-run service that would clear snow from my driveway or, at a minimum, the 
sidewalk in front of my house. The city could do it much more efficiently than each house doing their own. Misc
How about during Autumn that a street sweeper come and clean some of these leaves that the "City" trees drop all over the place.   Some years 
we have the street sweeper many times.....this year not ONCE......seems these trees along the street belong to the City at their convenience but 
homeowners responsibility when actual work is required.

Street sweeper 
complaint Vacuum up leaves

Leaf bag pick up Return to leaf bags
I clear haul my own waste. To the dump. Misc
I mentioned on the last page, anaerobic waste digesters that capture methane and turn it into electricity.  Would probably also need the green 
waste from restaurant and grocery stores, which I know are not covered by public utility services. Compost important

didn't know we could ask for more green waste cans free of charge
More education on 
compost

Only at certain times of year. Spring and fall. Misc
I don't want any more fees. Keep it cheap

Me gusta eso estÃ¡ muy bien
General positive 
comment Spanish

Soil removal Service suggestion
If people are asking the city to pick up there green waste because they are cutting every tree down on their property then maybe the city should 
not be responsible. If someone is trying to make their property more beautiful and planting trees they should not be penalized when limbs fall 
etcetera. Misc

Let us know about these services 
More education on 
current services / C2H

Donâ€™t have any trees in my yard Misc

City should clean the stairs behind our property that go down to the creek so your stop won't trip, also haul up stuff stuck in the bars... Misc
There is a lot of can borrowing that goes on in our neighborhood during the spring/summer/fall, but it all works out just fine. Misc
Stop Call 2 Haul and go back to previous collection system Return to NCU

Currently yard waste cans are not collected all year. Why?
More education on 
compost

These are leading questions to again, lead us to agree to a rate increase. The service  provided 30 years ago and later far eclipses service today Misc
It would be helpful to automatically provide an additional bin during leaf season without having to ask Service suggestion
Bring back the leaf bag drop off/pick program. Return to leaf bags
I will get an extra yard waste next year in the fall for a few weeks for fall. Misc
We never received our second bin. It would be nice if there was a way to dispose of additional yard waste. More bulky green waste Service complaint



I miss the neighborhood clean up bins.  Perhaps your solution is working.  I didn't know it existed.
More education on 
current services / C2H

I have additional yard waste cans do to leaves, but I would prefer more flexibility in the additional temporary can request. The request should be at 
the need of the home owner and not the dictation of a policy. More bulky green waste
Reinstate the yearly neighborhood clean up program. Return to NCU
Even with an additional leaf can, itâ€™s difficult to take care of all of my leaves with only a weekly pickup. Some leaf specific service or additional 
option would be helpful. Leaf bin insufficient
Please stop trying to figure out ways and reasons to raise prices and focus on how money could be made by the city instead.   Does anyone pay 
attention to how much money firewood costs at the grocery stores.?    The city can cut tree limbs and sell them at the warehouse they can rent, 
lease or buy.  Thank you. Misc

Clearer guidelines on cans on whatâ€™s acceptable 
More education on 
compost

Bag with leaves pick up Return to leaf bags
I need a second green/yard waste container during the autumn months. Misc
I recycle yard waste myself.  Misc
see last question N/A
if it doesn't fit in my yard waste can, there are other ways to get rid of yard waste, like the dump Misc

I was not aware of the availability of extra compost containers - good to know!
More education on 
compost

Most people use a private service for tree cutting the removel Misc
Once a year pile program Return to NCU

having clear guidelines would be more uesful.   I did not know I could extra green waste cans as my call 2 hauls was all branches
More education on 
current services / C2H

More education on 
compost

i am aware of the the once a year spring pick up on the curbside, since i see it all around me when its happening. However, i called once about it 
and i was told that i am notified by mail, well , never sonce ihave i received any kind of notice since i've lived in my house for the pass 7 year or so. . 
Would appreciate another time of notice since i am not receiving them. Service complaint
I drop my plastic bags off at the grocerie store & glass off at a local pick up, but I would like my extra plastic to be recycled. Misc

More cans for leaves Leaf bin insufficient
Provide even more leaf 
bins

I liked the old system where we had a yearly pickup.  It motivated me to get stuff out Return to NCU

It would be great to be able to put periodic excess such as bags leaves out without the need to store another full size bin at all times. Return to leaf bags

Itâ€™s a great service!
General positive 
comment

We have large city trees that we water in the summer and rake the leaves in the fall. Misc
30 yard waste containers placed in strategic neighbooorhood locations for large brush and tree limb removal.  Preventative service to eliminate the 
city cleaning up after wind storms.

Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Bring back twice yearly pickups Return to NCU

It would be helpful in the spring and after major storms wreak havoc on our large trees
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Probably not, if I could get the extra yard waste containers.  Nothing more needed
I believe that additional services is only a justification to raise fees. Misc
Food waste would be great! Collect more food 
The city should not pick up garbage bins, if they contain green waste disposal Service suggestion
It is hard to fit the yard waste into only the cans or deal with only tree limbs.  would like another option for yard waste More bulky green waste
It is still unclear if you request the extra brown can that is your call to haul  limit.  If you can get people on the same mpage.  I have gardne waste 
and been told different things.

More education on 
current services / C2H

I mean, in the fall, sure, we could all use a little extra space for leaves and such, but you guys really do great.  If anything, the yard waste can could 
probably be picked up not at all during the winter, every other week in the summer, and every week only in the fall and spring.

General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

I compost quite a bit, what I donâ€™t easily fits in my brown bin. Nothing more needed
I have bought a truckload of compost for two different years from the city's dump, and it worked well. Nothing more needed
If you just let the old program no one would need additional help with green waste. Yearly clean up we need it back Return to NCU
Call to haul sucks Dislikes C2H
YEARLY CURBSIDE CLEAN UP Return to NCU
Bring back the once a year curbside disposal program Return to NCU
once a year will keep my yard clean Return to NCU
My provided yard waste container usually seems adequate for my needs Nothing more needed



I know tax increase is coming... but where will end... stop with the tax increases... the home owner in this city is over taxed... fuel prices are a 
joke... we have highest fuel prices in the nation. Keep it cheap

I could use the extra leaf container for about three weeks in October every year, but I never remember to ask, so half my leaves just go in the 
trash. Maybe if the extra can was automatically dropped off on October 1st every year, if I signed up on the website one time? Service suggestion

More awareness would be great. We didnâ€™t know half of whatâ€™s offered. 
More education on 
current services / C2H

Bring back the old system of clean-up with assigned dates.  It was far better utilized!!! Return to NCU
an additional green waste can can be helpful occasionally, so having the service available as a temporary use is great Nothing more needed
I could see how this would benefit people with large yards or a lot of trees Misc
We miss the annual curb-side clean-up. It was nice for doing all our yearly yard trimming and clean-up at one time Return to NCU
Maybe schedule a leaf shreader for one day in each area and residents pile unbagged leaves on the park strip for disposal. Vacuum up leaves
This would be very helpful in the spring Nothing more needed

You should provide large bins in early winter for leaf pickup
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

City seems to be quite responsive to clean up downed trees/branches etc. 
General positive 
comment

The past leaf bag service was great and made people responsible. Now without can room, or bag pickup, waste is left in gutters that causes the city 
in curb and drainage problems. If it wasnâ€™t broke, who is responsible for making all the matters worse. The city subs out too much to inferior 
and lazy tree trimming, road and sidewalk repair that quickly falls short. If you do it right the first time with qualified high standard conscience 
good paid city crews, time waste and over charging sub code contract subsistence will save millions in city funds. Return to leaf bags

I donâ€™t need it someone might. Great service. Nothing more needed
General positive 
comment

Not year round but maybe August September October when I trim my trees and dig up my garden Nothing more needed
Call 2 Haul is too restrictive to reasonably use for tree limbs. They fall unpredictably and Call 2 Haul is once a year. Where is a person supposed to 
"stash" the limbs until such time as they can arrange Call 2 Haul? 

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

What happened to orange bags and leaf pickup? Misc
I would like the regularly scheduled large waste days back. Return to NCU
I am going to ask Council Member Valdemoros about plans for food waste collection.  This seems like an obvious concern and Wasatch Resource 
Recovery has figured a way to make money off food "waste"!

Collect more food 
waste

We liked the once per year pickup program that had been offered previously Return to NCU
I liked the previous program of city-wide bulk pickup once a year, where the whole neighborhood would put out piles of bulk items each 
spring/fall. Return to NCU

I would like a spring and fall call 2 haul yard waste pickup. 
More education on 
current services / C2H

I canâ€™t tell you how many times I have driven to the landfill and just barely made it there before closing time why canâ€™t they start their day 
10 minutes later and stay open until 10 minutes after the closing time to accommodate people who are a few minutes behind and have full trucks 
of garbage or other items that need to be disposed of it seems like an easy solution but yet it never happens Service suggestion
Given the new information about resources made available this sounds sufficient. Nothing more needed
Only during high compost times, such as in the fall when there are a lot of leaves, otherwise, I wouldn't need it. Nothing more needed

Part of the beauty of my neighborhood is our large trees. The leaves off my small yard fill six yard waste containers each fall. Since the city 
cancelled itâ€™s bag collection program, it means that I must bag them all and put a portion out a week at a time until theyâ€™re gone. Without 
the an extra can, it took me six weeks to get rid of all the bagged leaves. The leaves were damp when they were bagged and frozen when I would 
try to empty them. At my age, itâ€™s not as easy lifting heavy things up to the top of the can. Very unpleasant experience. Return to leaf bags
Save money!!! Keep it cheap
For me, it would be great if the city could expand its recycling to include more items, especially plastic bags. Misc
Provide service to rack leaves to curb and then suck them up with truck weekly.  They offer this service in Bountiful.  Vacuum up leaves
I just fill up can and leave whatever doesn't fit until the next week. Nothing more needed

love it!
General positive 
comment

Ask folks to cut up their christmas trees and put them in the green waste cans. Discontinue 'addiditonal' services to accommodate green waste 
disposal.

Eliminate holiday tree 
collection Service suggestion

Maybe a once per year big curbside pick up for large tree branches More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup



It would be nice if I could pile the bags of leaves at the curb and they could get picked up.  I have 10 bags of leaves (down from 40) in my garage 
that I am slowly throwing away each week. Return to leaf bags Vacuum up leaves
I just need two bins for the summer. Nothing more needed
We liked the annual curbside bulk collection Return to NCU
Something for food waste Collect more food 

Great idea, thank you. Some folks never pickup leaves, not sure how to encourage them though (I am NOT suggesting a fine!!!).
General positive 
comment

Bring back the yearly pickup in areas like ours that do not have a standing water program. Put a big empty waste bin in a store parking lot for 
recycling what used to be recycled in the l;ow lying ares.

Offer a green waste 
dropoff Return to NCU

Shouldnâ€™t be subsidized - per property owner usage fee should apply.  I have zero-scaped yard so why should I subsidize recycling costs for 
McMansions & their acreages? Service suggestion

Again, I liked it when we could put our tree limbs, etc on the curb and know it would be picked up every year at the designated time.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Recycling needs to be re-emphasized. Materials such as batteries, plastic bags, etc... should have programs to allow for recycling. Recycling pickup 
should potentially be increased to twice a week.  Misc
But I've given up on the City and bought a trailer to haul my own trees etc to the dump Self-haul

Additional green waste cans make it a very long process.  It would be nice if the city could pick up curbside green waste (bulk branches).  Its been a 
long and difficult experience to have to cut branches small enough pieces to fit the can and maximize space. More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

might need extra brown can for leaves next year Nothing more needed
Dead and dying trees along the street (on City property) and the leaves from these trees should by removed by the City and harvested or disposed 
of. Service complaint
How about the option of a green waste drop-off site, and forego charging monthly for a brown can. City costs continue to climb as services 
diminish. 

Offer a green waste 
dropoff Keep it cheap

We dont have a green waste can, we would love 801-879-5790 Misc
It would have been helpful to know that additional (free) green waste disposal cans were available. I just heard about it from a friend . Currently I 
have an additional 3 plastic bags of leaves that I am wanting to add to the green bin (without the plastic bag). It will take 3 more weeks for me to 
put the leaves in my single bin.

More education on 
current services / C2H

In the fall, I fill my bin and sometimes need to borrow a neighbor's bin who is not using it. I can usually manage to use one bin for yardwaste. Nothing more needed
Leaf bags in the fall Return to leaf bags
Use the cans we have.   more cans the city provides all of us to be TAXED!!!! MORE!!!! Nothing more needed
I know the city is swamped after a storm that breaks branches, fells trees, throughout the city, but it seems as though it takes a bit too long for 
some neighborhoods to get cleaned up. For these infrequent events I think it would be great to have a number of people that the city can contract 
with on an as needed basis.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

now that I know tree limbs can be picked up by Call 2 Haul - I think the green waste is adequate Nothing more needed

More education on 
current services / 
compost

Battery and light bulb recycling would be nice Misc
I have 3 composters so try to reuse the green waste from my yard. Compost important
I make it a point to collect leaves in my yard.  A fine should be levied on home owner who don't collect leaves for collection. Compost important Service suggestion
Again, once a year clear up was much more effective. Alot of the products set out were recycled by people driving by and taking it. The hogwash 
that the feds stepped in to stop it is silly Return to NCU
 A way to haul off construction materials would be very useful. I am giving up my trailer and now have no way to conveniently dispose of those 
materials

Accept more 
compostables

we need this.  the planet needs this!!! Nothing more needed Compost important
It would be great if we could rake to the street and have a city truck come and suck up the leaves instead of the horrible impact on the 
environment of people putting leaves in bags of plastic. Vacuum up leaves

LOVE This! Wish you'd tag garbage cans full of green stuff in fall to encourage its use
General positive 
comment Service suggestion

I have a small yard and a single can is more than adequate. Nothing more needed

Elderly, have lawn service that hauls it away!
Do not need additional 
green waste service

yes, see above..the ability to haul dirt away or incorporate into the 'green' waste would be nice Service suggestion

We need more public education on how to use the bins.  yard waste in garbage cans should be fined
More education on 
compost

More education on 
current services / 
compost



I wish I could do tree limb collection separately From call to haul. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

It was so nice when we could put our bag leaves on the curb and have them picked up Return to leaf bags

There is much I didn't know
More education on 
current services / C2H

ReiterÃ³ complicados con lo que el proveedor considera reciclado!! 
More education on 
current services / C2H

I would like to know what can go in the compost can. I place egg shells, banana peels, etc in that can. I aways thought about it as a can for yard 
waste. 

More education on 
compost

I could fill the container from October to May before I dispose of all my leaves. Why don't you allow leaf bags to be left on curb. I've lived in 10 
different cities where this service is available.... not SLC. Leaf bin insufficient Return to leaf bags

I will remember Call 2 Haul. I think this is a great program.
General positive 
comment

See above N/A
Only seasonally, especially in the fall. Nothing more needed
Leaf pick up Vacuum up leaves
Green waste progress usually happens in bulk and is weather dependent. We don't always have the foresight to call for an additional bin or know 
where to take large things. Misc
We liked the yearly pick up much better Return to NCU
leaf bag pickup in the fall Return to leaf bags

Full food compost!
Collect more food 
waste

Accept more 
compostables

We recycle kitchen scraps, but I know other cities like San Francisco recycle paper towels, napkins, and some food containers in compost
Accept more 
compostables

I may need the service if I decide to remove some older shrubs from my yard. Misc
Bring back the annual cleanup Return to NCU
Please have a pick up or more local place for items like light bulbs and batteries Misc
Too bad so much plastic is used in our country, like shopping bags and bottled water. What a waste Misc
Imagine the pollution from trucks collecting green waste, not to mention the extra cost Misc

"Green Waste" is misleading.  Throw plastics into the definition of "green waste".  
Accept more 
compostables Misc

See comment to previous question. I'd prefer the past system & eliminating Call 2 Haul. N/A
In another city in which we own property. There is garbage and recycle pick up one time per week. Then there is a monthly bulky trash pick up 
which takes care of all else. For us we set out bulky trash out on the week of the third Monday and viola .... it is removed. Every month one can get 
rid of bulky trash. It is an excellent program. This is in Dallas, Texas. More bulky green waste

Monthly bulk green 
waste pickup

I dont think it's cost effective to have individual residents call for pick up. 
More education on 
current services / C2H

IF THERE WERE A PLACE CLOSE TO OUR NEIGHBORHOOD TO TAKE BAGS OF GREEN GARDEN WASTE AND TO TAKE BAGS OF LEAVES THAT WOULD 
HELPDEN WASTE AND LEAVES THAT WOULD HELP, BUT IT WOULD NEED TO BE SOMEWHAT CLOSEBY

Offer a green waste 
dropoff

bag or bulk pick up durring spring and fall months would be helpful Return to leaf bags Vacuum up leaves
We live on small enough land Nothing more needed
Fall leaves and gardening requires additional bins/pick-up Misc

Once again better monitoring. Maybe letting people know about the limb and extra bin availability. 
More education on 
compost

Additional = more fees! and only some residents would need additional services so that should be an option for the resident to either opt in or out! Budget Impact
How about some tree trimming services.  This might be a revenue generator for the city too Service suggestion
They should have a yearly leaf pickup day! Vacuum up leaves

I appreciate the ability to receive extra green waste containers in the fall at no extra cost.  Please continue this program. 
General positive 
comment

I like to compost in my own bin in my own yard, but my open bottomed bin purchased from the city years ago attracted too many rats this year 
and so I had to discontinue putting kitchen scraps in it. Could the city arrange a discount for residents to purchase a closed compost system that 
will not attract pests. Also could we start an education program that bird feeders attract more pests than birds. Too many rats and squirrels this 
year! Service suggestion
I would prefer the old curbside program Return to NCU
No comment N/A

It would be helpful to have two brown bins (instead of one) year-round. 
More education on 
compost



liked the old curb haul program Return to NCU

Your compost for sale should be better advertised
More education on 
compost

No Comment N/A

Compostables / food waste
Collect more food 
waste

Accept more 
compostables

Would like fall leaf pickup for composting Vacuum up leaves

Being able to do at least one exclusively green waste call 2 haul in addition to the standard large item one would be useful. Itâ€™s unlikely I would 
be doing both a large yard project and a large indoor project that would generate a need for call 2 haul at the same time. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup Service suggestion

I already mentioned it above N/A
we don't need it know, we may in the future when is time to do the yard work Nothing more needed
need annual pickup Return to NCU
None N/A
n/a N/A
I preferred to yearly curbside pick up.  I knew ahead of time when to plan on it and could prepare for it. Return to NCU
I like the old system of once a year non-garbage pickup Return to NCU
please don't raise the fees Keep it cheap
We do not need additional cans throughout the year, but it would be nice if we could leave bags of leaves on the curb during the fall. Please do not 
raise rates... Return to leaf bags Keep it cheap

Residents need education on composting at home.
More education on 
compost

Encourage on-site 
composting

I liked the yearly yard clean up schedule before the call to haul.  It seemed to work better in my community. Return to NCU

When we have a large wind storm, it breaks several branches.  The one this last spring took several weeks to get through the brown bin.  
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Additional service is not needed.  Call 2 haul and brown cans are adequate Nothing more needed
Additional containers aren't viable with a larger yard with mature trees, as the cubic yards of annual detritus could take up my entire parking strip. 
The neighborhood cleanup was the only way to keep my yard viable, as the neighborhood relies on on-street parking and everyone made friendly 
allowances for the annual cleanup. Leaf bin insufficient
Im not sure what your getting at. N/A
Maybe in lieu of extra green waste cans, there could be an option in the fall where people could place bulk leaves from their own trees, and city 
trees on the edge of the street in mounds, and a service or machine could come gather or mulch them up. Vacuum up leaves
Yes like taking away all treee limbs that you guys thru the city cut off trim or otherwise remove but donâ€™t and yet you take that stuff away and 
compost it and Iâ€™m sure sell it for profit or for your use for city projects Service suggestion

Would be nice to be able to dispose of all our yardwaste at one time over a few weeks in the fall. We have several bags of leaves waiting to go into 
our yardwaste bin, which we do over time. Would be nice to put them on the curb to be picked up  instead. Leaf bin insufficient Vacuum up leaves
i compost some of my yard waste on site Misc
A larger can would be helpful. Service suggestion
it is a waste of time and tax payers money worst decision ever made when compared to prior gutter cleanup Budget Impact
We don't even have one green waste can, but I wish we did.  I don't think we'd need more than one, however. Nothing more needed
It would be helpful to have leaf collection in the fall Vacuum up leaves
I compost much of my green waste myself and only use the brown can for woody materials Nothing more needed
Do what has worked in past. But no I know.what ever huh!!!! Misc
fall leaf pick up Vacuum up leaves Return to leaf bags
So far I have managed to compost or use all my yard waste on site. Composting is easy; the city should consider offering courses on urban 
composting. I saw up my branches and give them to friends in outlying communities for firewood.

Encourage on-site 
composting Nothing more needed

Hard to only have tree limb pick up once per year as hard to cut them down small enough for the bin

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

we are aware of the cith stoppage of grren waste disposal during te winter. Misc

More than 1 Call2Haul opportunity per year, maybe for additional fee if needed. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

don't raise my taxes Keep it cheap

it is great to know we can get extra yard waste cans for free
More education on 
compost

We work around the city's winter green waste shutdown, it's not a problem for the established residents. . Nothing more needed



We have a large trees, now that there is no longer a "leaf pick up" we have to bag our leaves and empty them into the green waste containers each 
week. This increases our labor considerably and makes the program unappealing. Leaf bin insufficient Return to leaf bags
see above comments N/A
One container fits-all approach Service suggestion

City needs to require property owners to cleen up leaves.  This could be a variation on the sidewalk snow removal requirements. Service suggestion
I use the Christmas tree disposal each year Nothing more needed

It would be nice if the Call 2 Haul service allowed for limb collection smaller that 6 inches in diameter. 
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions More bulky green waste

Bring back the annual pick up service that is scheduled in advance city-wide Return to NCU
Composting specifically for household scraps. Collect more food 
Go back to the old pre scheduled method Return to NCU

The yearly pickup was at least something i could rely upon. Scheduling pickup has not been convenient plus i have heard of other horror stories 
with limitations, etc. Return to NCU

More education on 
current services / 
compost

 I don't know of anything besides the call 2 haul which you can only get once a year.  Often times there is more limbs, grass, leaves etc. that cannot 
fit in the yard waste can.  Nothing more needed
a bulk pick up would be nice once a year. i miss the bulk pick up Return to NCU

I have a lawn maintenance service that does this
Do not need additional 
green waste service

The only thing I'd perhaps want would be an additional pickup of green waste during the fall, maybe one additional pickup for just two weeks or 
something like that. Nothing more needed
None at this time as I am not fully aware of what these additional City-provided services include. I will look into this, and direct my questions to 
SLC.gov. Nothing more needed
How do you handle refrigerators as they pose the greatest risk to global warming? Misc
We have a huge tree, so even three containers takes a month to haul away all the leaves alone. Leaf bin insufficient
I'd like to do a huge pruning project and put all the stuff in a pile and have it collected. Either by appointment or as previously done by a set 
schedule.

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

If food composting falls in this category, I would be interested in this service. The city could use this material with other teen composting and could 
re-use the compost to support city landscaping

More education on 
compost Compost important

Green waste should accommodate all compostable materials, including pizza boxes and meat scraps.
Accept more 
compostables Compost important

I like knowing the fact that I can request extra yard waste containers when I cut/trim yard trees Nothing more needed
leaf bag pick up Return to leaf bags
? N/A

I often have more yard waste and cannot fit it into one yard waste bin and would like an additional bin.
More education on 
compost

None Nothing more needed
At times our yard waste is too much for the container.  We have to bag it and feed it into the can over the weeks. Nothing more needed

It would be very useful to have autumn leaves bulk pick up. Vacuum up leaves

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I would have said yes to this question if I knew that it would not cost me more money.  Everything seems to be continually going up except my 
retirement income. Keep it cheap

I dont need it.
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Reinstate the YEARLY NEIGHBORHOOD PICK-UP SERVICE!! Return to NCU

It would be nice to get email reminders about this 3x a year
More education on 
compost

I would be very intrigued by an option to chip on-site, even if there was a reasonable charge. I try to compost add much as possible on site, rather 
than hauling to 5400 west then purchasing and hauling composite/mulch back to site. Service suggestion
Paper leaf bag pick-up for this time of year when the leaves are far too many to fit in the bins and you can't predict when they will all fall. The 
paper bags are made of recycled and compostable materials Return to leaf bags Service suggestion
Leaf pickup solutions Service suggestion
I prefered the annual street clean-up to the new call to haul program. Return to NCU
we really used the once yearly rotating fall and spring clean up.  It was very helpful Nothing more needed

Great to know, I always wait for neighborhood clean ups. Nothing more needed

More education on 
current services / 
compost



Include meat products in compost program 
Collect more food 
waste

Accept more 
compostables

Is there a leaf vacuum truck that could just suck up bulk leaves left curbside?  I would totally pay for this. Vacuum up leaves
Call 2 Haul blows and whoever thought of that idea should sit in jail for a week to think about what they did wrong. Misc
Houses and yards arenâ€™t that big to where they need that. If you have a big project thereâ€™s plenty of DragNFly dumpsters that can help with 
a great price. Nothing more needed
Street & gutter sweeping that are actually effective instead of just stirring up a great deal of dust. The machinery seems quite ineffective.  Also, we 
need to know ahead of time when the sweeper is coming thru the neighborhood, so we can plan to have our cars off the street instead of having 
the truck just round the parked cars leaving the gutters untouched.

Street sweeper 
complaint

Bring back the annual curb-side pick-up. Return to NCU

No comment, as I don't need it!
Do not need additional 
green waste service

yearly clean up again Return to NCU

Make residents aware of programs 
More education on 
current services / C2H

Donâ€™t use the one I have. Lawn service takes it. Part of my fee for that is them taking to dump
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Enforce people taking care of their yards. there are a few houses in my neighborhod that have completely overgrown yards and parking strip trees 
that are growing into the sidewalk blocking the path.

More education on 
compost Service suggestion

You are doing a great job keeping SLC clean. Thanks
General positive 
comment

Perhaps something just for branches twice a year.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Bringing monthly costs down when I don't have a need for certain bins during the year. Nothing more needed

Donâ€™t want another bin due to space and the fact that we only need extra collection occasionally (In Fall due to leaves and fallen branches after 
storms) it would be nice to see Call-2-haul collection date better advertised as well as increase number of collection dates. Maybe twice a year Nothing more needed

More education on 
current services / 
compost

Want the annual neighborhood garbage pickup restarted Return to NCU

Not needed
Do not need additional 
green waste service

I don't think that we have a problem in this area. Nothing more needed
I have tried to remove bushes with the cans.  It takes weeks. Misc

I would use a food waste compost if it were available.
More education on 
compost Compost important

Allow drop off at the dump
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Itâ€™s helpful for keeping the city cleaner especially with the increased homeless traffic that no one seems to care about as they have infiltrated 
our neighborhoods now Misc

I didn't know you could get extra compost/yard waste cans. That would be nice around now.
More education on 
compost

More education on 
current services / 
compost

It would be nice to have a larger size tree diameter allowed.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I have 2 cans and use them both during the spring/summer and fall. Nothing more needed
We need a better annual trash pick up system Misc
I use the brown bin sparingly, as I compost leaves and bury branches in a hugelkulture bed. Nothing more needed

So much I didnâ€™t know about!! 
More education on 
current services / C2H

When there is a bad storm and many people on the street have trees and or limbs down it is nice to be able to just drag them to the curb and let 
the city come and pick them up.  I suspect that is going on now but not sure.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

None Nothing more needed

I love the recycling and green waste containers! 
General positive 
comment

Itâ€™s great you can get extra cansâ€”I had no idea.  I will be doing it for sure
More education on 
current services / C2H

The street by street once a year was nice Misc
None Nothing more needed



None of the options are sufficient for our autumn leaves - we end up paying a third party to remove. Leaf bin insufficient
i would like to see a voucher program for home owners to haul our own stuff to the dump 2 a year Service suggestion
The recycle bin provided is adequate.  Nothing more needed
We cut up our limbs and put them into the one yard waste container we have. we stock pile the rest of whatever limbs we can't get into out yard 
waste cans until the next week.  Nothing more needed
Leaves should be placed in gutters, and a vacuum system utilized to remove leaves during the fall. Vacuum up leaves

Occasionally, big trees come down requiring pick up.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup More bulky green waste

We just haul the green waste away when it is more that will fit in the garbage. Self-haul Nothing more needed
Don't fee us to death Keep it cheap
Please bring back our annual neighborhood pickup program. It works wonderfully and is not the stupid call to haul. Return to NCU
Better leaf pickup options. Leaf bin insufficient
At 1248 So. Navajo St. SLC, UT 84104 we had a tree next to a power poll in the back yard for 30+ years get trimmed and pruned every so often by 
either the city or the power company not sure what one. But as of the last time it was trimmed/pruned the tree had died and we can not afforded 
to have a company come in and remove the very tall and very dead tree. We also feel that due to the constant pruning and trimming of our tree 
not by our doing but by the powers to be, caused itâ€™s unfortunate demise. We feel as if the financial responsibility shouldnâ€™t fall on us the 
homeowners to get said tree removed before it falls as we were not the ones asking for it to be trimmed our secondary tree too the south of the 
dead one is 100% fine. Thanks. Misc
In the fall I rake up more leaves than I can get in the can, but I store them in plastic bags and put in the can until they're all gone. Nothing more needed
For those who need it, it is a valuable service Nothing more needed
I liked the annual waste pick up, but actually haven't missed it. Seems like there are many abuses to this program. Nothing more needed
Since extra cans are provided when requested, and when green waste is hauled away by companies that do landscape trimming, I do not see a 
reason to provide additional City-provided service. Nothing more needed

City should be willing to pick up fallen branches placed curbside without having residents forced to cut them up and try to fit them into the can
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Extra compost bins would be fabulous during the fall leaf clean up
More education on 
current services / C2H

Need to find out Misc
As mentioned above, at least in certain neighborhoods there should be leaf vacuumingsh Vacuum up leaves
It's my understanding that some personal composters can accommodate some types of paper, things like butter wrappers, which I currently send 
to the landfill.  It would be amazing to send these to compost instead.

Accept more 
compostables Compost important

You shouldn't let people just dump their yard waste on the street and leave it there. They should be fined for NOT calling Call2Haul within 48 
hours. Service suggestion

I donâ€™t have much household junk but I am old and it is too difficult for me to cut up branches to fit in the yard waste containers. 
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Is call to haul available all year?
More education on 
current services / C2H

Please reinstitute the yearly neighborhood clean up with dump trucks and scoops Return to NCU

An annual street green pick up in the fall

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

We are expecting our first call to haul service tomorrow. We are aware that many neighbors are not happy with the service because they would 
like the old pick up restored. If our service goes well we like the individualized pickup. Misc
None Nothing more needed
I'll look into another green waste can next season Nothing more needed

In autumn extra leaf and compost pickups would be helpful

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I think there were additional pickups offered after a large storm - that was very helpful. 
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

I am glad you got rid of putting garbage in front of the house.  Too many people looking at other owners garbage. Likes C2H
Reinstate the Neighborhood clean-up option. Return to NCU
Leaf pick up Vacuum up leaves

Need convenient location to drop off occasional extra green waste that is too small to qualify for Call 2 Haul
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

I wasnâ€™t aware you could ask for an extra green material container. This will help during falling leaves season Nothing more needed
Pile program Return to NCU
no comment. don't know. N/A



encourage composting 
Encourage on-site 
composting

WE always need extra compost cans for leaves. Nothing more needed
Get better about trimming the curbside trees.  They are way overdue. Service complaint
Dumpsters provided in the fall for clean up. Dumpster service

The leaves and branches in my neighborhood would benefit from curbside pickup outside of bins. Back East, they send a vacuum truck for leaves 
and a chipper for branches. Vacuum up leaves

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Love to get the extra cans in the fall for leaves, maybe I'll use that service at other times of the year as I didn't realize it was available year round.
More education on 
compost Nothing more needed

again additional cans should come for a fee, not free Service suggestion

Great job - thank you.
General positive 
comment

I am for yearly cleanups!!! Misc
In the spring and fall it is difficult to fit everything in the brown can. However, it is a good service and worth having. Nothing more needed

An easier way to get rid of leafs. The well of have services, the normal population has to jump through hoops to get additional cans... Leaf bin insufficient

Not at this time but remember getting the people out to cut broken tree limbs does not happen very fast even when there is a safety situation.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

For special needs and seniors. Service suggestion Reexamine

If we knew when the street sweeper was coming we could move our cars.  Otherwise leaves ust move from one side to the other.
Street sweeper 
complaint

I have been very satisfied & have even had drivers who accommodated us by letting us pull a brown can across the street when they came down 
the other side.

General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

put your junk on the lawn and use your lawn mower to bag it, and it fits in 1 can Misc
Yeah, if you want to add an additional global/yearly bush/green waste pickup that would be great BUT it is more polluting than the original system 
you had a few years ago!!!! Just come once a year to each street in a methodical manner, like you used to, and take it all away. We pay enough 
money to you and in our property taxes that continue to go up. 

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions Return to NCU

We are older so we must hire someone this done for us.
Do not need additional 
green waste service

I think this is a great service but maybe doing some thing to help encourage people to compost food waste.  
Encourage on-site 
composting

General positive 
comment

When we had the curbside neighborhood clean individuals would come and take the.metal away for recycle. It would be nice to have some 
sort.of.way of recycling metals. Misc
It sounds like we have this covered already Nothing more needed

It would be great if you could schedule green waste curbside neighborhood disposal schedules at least every other year.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

 N/A

Your "tree limb" collect requires too much trimming of limbs. Additional cans are hard to store.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions More bulky green waste

would like to know about tree climb call 2 haul
More education on 
current services / C2H

More than a single Call 2 Haul, even with a small additional charge.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

I don't want to have to keep track of the weeks I've had the cans and then return them-would rather use as needed. Service suggestion

Provide the haul more than one a year

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

My bill is high enough! Keep it cheap
Useful for leaves Nothing more needed
In the fall, we have far too many leaves to put in only two cans. Vacuum up leaves

I don't need this, but I am glad this material can be composted
Do not need additional 
green waste service Compost important

I would like to use compost from the green disposal, but it seems like it is only available to those who have a truck or other way to haul things. Is it 
possible to make it in smaller quantities and able to carry in a regular vehicle? Service suggestion
I liked the old system much better l don't have room for a bunch of extra cans. Misc



Neighbors collect at different times (eg. leaves, trimming trees; cardboard boxes for goods) so we share each others containers, including glass. Let 
people know that this is NOT illega.l. Service suggestion

It has been my experience that the call 2 haul effort is not as efficient as the past 10 day designated neighbor hood clean up  program.  
Appointments for pick-ups under the present program have not been as user friendly as assumed. Many of my neighbors my self included, don't 
find that being told that the service can't be offered for two months (some times more)  because of existing appointments on the schedule, Along 
with only having 24hrs. to put all of the materials out on the street, Along with having to make numerous  trips  by the city, with all of the large 
pieces of equipment to come to the same neighborhoods on different days instead of having an entire neighbor put out at the same time and 
getting it picked up at once, is counter productive and much more costly.       Return to NCU
not sure N/A
again - not available to condominium owners though charged in our property tax bill Budget Impact

composting would be helpful, like many many other american cities are doing
Encourage on-site 
composting Compost important

during fall leave season it would be useful to have additional yard waste containers free of charge
More education on 
compost

In our situation, service provided in adequate. Nothing more needed
i miss the annual big pick up.it was motivation to put out  items .i do not like the call 2 haul program Return to NCU
early november we could use more leaf removal (2 yard waste cans are not enough for our yard) Leaf bin insufficient
As noted above there are many private-sector   haulers available.  No taxpayer-funded service is necessary. Use private hauler
what I do I burn my leaves and tree stumb at my backyard...and no more trees in my backyard.  After my husband died last year. I cut all my trees 
in my backyard no more hassel with these waste. I do not have any money to take care of them. Misc

It would be nice if the city offered more than 1 call for the service if those items were tree limb materials.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

The city should reinstate the general pickup of green amd general waste.  The Call 2 Haul is not enough. 
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions More bulky green waste

where is the additional compost yard waste Misc
I didn't know we could have additional cans for compost/yard waste.  I'd like one! Nothing more needed
My yard waste can can't keep up with the amount of leaves from my city owned trees. Leaf bin insufficient

I had no idea I could get additional yard waste cans for free - I need those right now.
More education on 
current services / C2H

pick it up like you used to Misc

Maybe do a green waste pickup in the fall and spring. So people can pile down tree limbs, overgrowth, and whatever green items that they cannot 
fit in their cans.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

obvously the additional green waste cans are needed in the fall.   Put a notice on the cans in the fall with the number to order extra cans Service suggestion
If you stay on top of things there is no need Nothing more needed
I preferred annual neighborhood pick up. Return to NCU
Extra services might be nice but don't want the extra expense. Nothing more needed
Fall leaf pickup would be helpful. The volume is too high to fit in the yard wast bins Vacuum up leaves

Can waste like, cake or eggs go in the composting?
More education on 
compost

Again, fall leaf collection is an issue. Most residents now just let the leaves go out into the streets. Multiple cans is not the answer for all the leaves 
that need cleaning in Sugar House. Leaf bin insufficient

I think the city is doing a good job with this service, thanksðŸ˜ 
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

Not sure N/A

This was my favorite part of the service offered in the past 30 years I have lived in SLC. I really took advantage of it to clean up my whole yard and 
trim everything up at one time. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I suppose homes in the fringe areas might still need additional brush services to encourage homeowners to remove wildfire fuel around their 
homes Nothing more needed
I would prefer to go back to the old program. Return to NCU
Two cans, one brown and one green 'leaves only' can, are not enough for all of my leaves during the fall. Leaf bin insufficient

I recently rented a 15-yard dumpster for my fall yard waste (for $300).  Would have preferred a city pickup!

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions



But if you got rid of call to haul, then we might need tree limb removal service.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Remove larger tree limbs- hard to cut up
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Composting units Compost important
More education on 
compost

green waste disposal should be charged for instead of raising rates.  most of my neighbors don't use their green waste much. Service suggestion Budget impact

A suggestion to clean/trim the bigger trees lining the roads, and the when Autumn comes, provide cleanup on leaves that pile on the streets.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Occasional pick up of fluerensent bulb and tubes would be nice or public notice where they maybe delivered Misc

I didn't know about the tree limb service.  Cut that too.  If people can't fit in the can over a few weeks they should make a run to the dump.  Nothing more needed
Do some residents really have that much green waste? I compost (family of 2) and prune twice yearly. In fall, leaves take a couple of weekly 
collections but thatâ€™s ok Nothing more needed
I wonder if resources to implement elementary or middle school education in recycling might get parents more involved in reconsidering how 
much stuff they throw away instead of recycling or composting. Service suggestion

We actually use all of our green waste in our yard, and, in fact, import additional green waste from neighboring yards, so this service is not useful 
for me. What would be more useful would be collection for additional types of items, e.g. e-waste, batteries, expired medications, etc. 

Do not need additional 
green waste service

Leaf bag pickup. The cans never ever ever hold all the leaves via enough pickups before snow flies. Return to leaf bags
I've used it before Nothing more needed

Do NOT see a need for it. Would like the possibility of purchasing compost from the city.
Do not need additional 
green waste service

I like the program of the Marriott-Slaterville Wastewater Treatment plat that mixes sludge with green waste to make a rich compost that they sell 
for ground cover and soil enhancement Misc

Please bring back the neighborhood clean up.  That allowed me to really clean up my yard.  The current program isn't enough for my needs. Return to NCU
Too expensive don't add to costs Keep it cheap

The city needs to be charging people that need more than one can, green, blue or tan. Same with call to haul, this should not be a free service. Budget Impact
I see the city wants to save the trees in the park strips but does not provide leaf collection bags or yearly clean up Service complaint

tree trimming service for urban trees in easements, near utility lines and on curbs.  
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Leaf pick up Vacuum up leaves
We've always been able to cut branches up enough so that it fits in the can, if not one week, then the next. We recycle leaves and grass on our 
garden area. Nothing more needed
it seems like my neighbors struggle with lots of leaves, but I don't have that issue Nothing more needed
Bring back old yearly street waste collection Return to NCU
Prefer a pay for service as requested rather than shared cost Budget Impact

Tell us a date for pick up and we will have out stuff out on the curb.  simple

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

erhaps an opt in service and not charge everyone regardlesss of need Budget Impact
I was not aware of the additional cans at no charge.  I borrow a neighbor's can Nothing more needed

biodegradable leaf bags 
Accept more 
compostables

Use of compost friendly bags would be helpful is allowed
Accept more 
compostables

Leaf bag collection Return to leaf bags

Again I simply do not generate the volume you project
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Provide use of chipping/mulching machines to mulch branches/limbs/leaves in my yard Service suggestion
Please bring back annual curbside pickup Return to NCU
none N/A
Usually in the early spring or the fall would be wonderful Misc
This must be a trick question. The Call 2 Haul website stated that we couldn't put our tree limbs at curbside for pickup, that they had to be put in 
the brown bin.

More education on 
current services / C2H



Do the limbs that are collected get chipped and composted? It would be nice if that were to happen instead of going to the dump. 
More education on 
current services / C2H

Encourage people to compost in their own yards. This will reduce pollution from trash trucks always driving around the city. 
Encourage on-site 
composting

without the old program it is really difficult for us to keep out trees trimmed
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

see above comment N/A

In my Federal Heights area the curbside pickup in spring or fall was cancelled in favor of two extra large recycle cans.  At my age it is most difficult 
to deal with large broken branches to place in the cans.  I was not aware that Call 2 Haul would provide this service

More education on 
current services / C2H

It is better to have the neighborhood program because we have more days to add to the pile. Return to NCU

I was told the additional green waste bins cost money after 4-8 weeks.  Is this true? That is what I was told when I ordered the Leaves Only bin.
More education on 
current services / C2H

My only question is where can I dispose of dead batteries and light bulbs? Misc
More service in spring and fall; our neighbors leaves pile up on our corner lot. Leaf bin insufficient
If you need additional yard waste cans, you are probably doing a larger project and can hire someone to remove the waste. Nothing more needed
What multiple compost/yard waste cans available at no charge? Nothing more needed
Never heard of call 2 haul before. Misc
In order to accurately charge and fairly collect garbage. You must charge per lb or charge by weight. If you dont put your can out then you dont get 
charged. Budget Impact

I think a yearly neighborhood scheduled cleanup, with a pay-per-use call to haul program would be better.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup Budget Impact

Itâ€™s a great program and getting the limited use of plastic bags for leaves is wonderful Return to leaf bags

There should be a card sent out regarding said services. Similar to the card sent out for this survey. 
More education on 
current services / C2H

Please consider returning to neighborhood clean-up day. Return to NCU
Annual PU was a better service Return to NCU
none N/A

We contract with private landscapers to haul away all organic waste
Do not need additional 
green waste service Use private hauler

I miss the annual city clean up week. we found a lot of good stuff over the years! You should re-instate it. Return to NCU

No additional services just better access to this information 
More education on 
current services / C2H

Additional pick-ups in the spring and fall would be appreciated

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Pick up bags of leaves. Return to leaf bags
your current green waste could be scaled back to every other week except in the fall and greatly reduce cost. Nothing more needed
I miss the pickup of large items and leaf bags at the curb.  So many are abandoning junk in vacant lots or blowing their leaves into the street for the 
street sweeper to pick up (or it blows into their neighbors' yards who clean it up). Return to NCU
The tan cans are sufficient for us. Nothing more needed

Make it more widely known.  Neighbors did not know about it and rented a wood chipper.
More education on 
current services / C2H

year-round pick-up is key
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Notice of extra services, like a letter or email a week or two prior to the event, would be nice. Or when you move to a new area, getting info about 
the services in that area would be helpful.

More education on 
current services / C2H

Allow Dirt and Rocks in the green can Service suggestion
As stated above I have dozen of trees and struggle to dispose of leaves in the months of October and November.  The last year orange bags were 
available , we filled 184 orange bags.  What should I do with all these leaves.  I hate to remove trees but I am a senior with a Honda sedan who 
maintains and waters trees for the benefit of all Salt Lake citizens. Leaf bin insufficient
We generate an immense amount of green waste in the fall in particular; however I find that the additional yard waste cans are just about 
sufficient to cover it. (We do sometimes keep bags of leaves for weeks at a time, but eventually they go out when there is space in the bins and this 
works well enough.) Nothing more needed

It would be nice if the truck would pick up compostable brown bags with leaves in them. 
Accept more 
compostables

An additional program will not work.  Make the Call 2 Haul program workable before creating another program
Do not need additional 
green waste service



We already compost our kitchen waste ourselves. Nothing more needed

I believe that tree limb and yard waste should NOT be included in the once per year Call 2 Haul bulky item removal program. It should be available 
as needed.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

A yearly bulk waste disposal would still be very useful for other items. The current yard waste system is great but it doesn't accommodate some 
items that one may want to dispose of. More bulky green waste
consider a small household compost container to be picked up weekly, even in winter Collect more food 
I liked the regular city bulk curbside pick ups. Call to Haul is nice but I've seen more people in the neighborhood build up garbage and waste and 
branches after call to Haul was enstated Return to NCU
I have hundred of trees that must be pruned.  Cutting into cans not practical.  Also Live near city yellow/greenspace and used to use this event to 
also clean up those dead branches which now don't  get collected and become fire danger. More bulky green waste

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I have yard service, so I don't use my brown can.
Do not need additional 
green waste service

To keep neighborhoods clean I think this is valuable since yearly clean up is not available. Nothing more needed
depends on time of year and we compost what we can Nothing more needed

If the city is going to charge us more for what we already use why would extra cans be availsble at no charge? Im tired of rates and costs going up 
when pass buyers use my cans and i have to pay for it. How about we use propery taxes to subsidize garbage rates? Give us home owners a break. Budget Impact
Itâ€™s ridiculous that I have no where to put my leaves in the fall. I store my bags until the next week and Iâ€™m 3 weeks behind. I cant fit them in 
my car to take them to 3900 south!! Leaf bin insufficient
No, would just like it to be year round More bulky green waste
General green waste disposal is typically necessary with all year yard waste Nothing more needed

Unnecessary and would use way too much more fossil fuels and increase emissions.
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Don't need it for grass clippings. Let my lawn die because I can't afford to water it. You guys are killing seniors on fixed incomes. Keep it cheap
I haven't utilized the additional yard waste can option, but will definitely try it out in the spring and next fall. Nothing more needed

We used and appreciated the once-annual neighborhood pick up program where significant pruning could be accomplished.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Disapointed you started Call 2 Haul instead of traditional once a year curb service Return to NCU
Specially during fall I think it will be helpful to get more containers for all the leaves. Leaf bin insufficient
Not unless there is a crazy storm like last year and TONS of trees get wrecked all at once Nothing more needed
Current service adequate Nothing more needed

not necessary
Do not need additional 
green waste service

If I had more trees on my property I would appreciate a leaf bag pick up. But Iâ€™m able to accommodate me needs currently Nothing more needed

private yard service removes yard debris so city does not need to Use private hauler
Do not need additional 
green waste service

I want the yearly neighborhood clean-up back that worked for green waste and other waste.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions Return to NCU

Wish I could have put thing out when I clean out everything instead of the 24hr on the day you could schedule the pick up
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Did not know tree limbs were on a Call 2 Haul basis
More education on 
current services / C2H

I prefer the old seasonal service. Return to NCU
I've always been able to borrow compost cans. Nothing more needed

For those that need is okay, I don't need that service. 
Do not need additional 
green waste service

 i called 3 times about taking down a tree in parking strip that has lost major limbs. got no response other than cleanup crew picking up debris
Help with storm debris 
cleanup Service complaint

Leaves Misc
Will definitely order another yard waste can Nothing more needed

Especially after storms in neighborhoods with older trees like Poplar Grove
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Yes esp in fall Misc
Seattle area cities provide kitchen counter top waste containers for food waste and associated items (used napkins and paper towels). The counter 
top waste is put into the yard waste cans with yard waste and composted. SLC should look into that.

Collect more food 
waste

The annual curbside pick up provided for this need until it was replaced with Call 2 Haul.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions



I have a Norway Maple in front, a globe willow & Douglas Fir in back, 3 fruit trees which all require pruning and drop leaves.  I focus on keeping my 
gutter clear for auto safety but additional green pick-up would be good. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

go back to the yearly large item pick up service instead of call 2 haul with too many rules Return to NCU
I have large overgrown trees that need trimming and curbside trees that are diseased that may need removal.  It would be great for the city to 
offer trimming services and replacement of curbside city trees. Service suggestion

Yearly yard clean up, as stated above.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I wish we could still place items at the curb in the summer for pickup.  I think people really liked this better than Call2Haul.  We were given a date 
and then the whole neighborhood quickly cleaned up our houses and yards and put it out.  I think this worked much better.  People get lazy about 
making a Call2Haul appointment and just let stuff build up in their houses and yards.  The neighborhoods looked a lot cleaner when we had the old 
program.  Return to NCU

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Already noted in above comments N/A
Scrap caul to haul and give us back the neighborhood clean up service. Or reduce our garbage rates. Increasing them is a joke. You already did that 
at the landfill 50% cost increase in 2019. Return to NCU
Lower rates! Keep it cheap
When SLC has those windy days where trees fall & are uprooted put the Great City Employees who do snow removal in charge of  Call To Haul. 
Seriously, They are the BEST & I'd like to say "Thank You" for doing a * Good Job at Keeping all SLC residents safe.

General positive 
comment

I need to cut down a couple of trees next year but the restrictions on what call-to-haul will take means I will have to fins some other way to get the 
pieces taken away.

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

City should resume the old leaf- in -bag pick-up program.  It is impossible to store 20+ bags of leaves until the next weekly pickup, particularly 
when green waste pickup is suspended during the winter. Return to leaf bags

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

The local landscape maintenance companies ask for a tipping fee to dispose of their brush/green waste in the landfill.  Does the city have a green 
waste disposal program for them or are there good reasons for them to use the landfill? Misc
I've cut down the majority of trees in my yard (elms) that have had large branches come down. This service would have been very helpful a few 
years ago. I've solved my problem, but I see many homes in my neighborhood of Fairpark that leave very large tree limbs in their park strip for 
extended periods. I assume they think the city will collect them, but when this doesn't happen they become an eyesore. I don't feel I need an 
additional service, but I think my community members might. Nothing more needed

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Fall time leaf drop off disposal in central location or two.
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

If the city wants to make the extra money on the green waste, it would help to have it picked up. thats where the preplanned pick use to work 
better. As citizens, we all know its recycled and sold as compost or mulch. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Keep the cost down and paid for Keep it cheap
I'm interested in food composting bins Collect more food 
Annual pickup allowed I didn't have to get Green waste to fit into cans.  More cans doesn't help. More bulky green waste
Be allowed to have up to two per year.  One spring and one fall. More bulky green waste
Call 2 Haul ineffective Dislikes C2H
You wouldn't need the extra bins if you provided the street clean up. We used to get that service 2 x a year then in went to 1x a year. Now it is 
none a year and our taxes still go up Return to NCU

During the fall we always have a large leave build up. It would be helpful if the leave bags could be picked up with the compost bins. Return to leaf bags
Donâ€™t raise the prices nobody raise my wages Keep it cheap
I would love to have this if I need it Nothing more needed
The old curbside pick up encouraged reuse and recycling.   Go back to it. Return to NCU
n/a N/A

need to drag large piles of pyrachantha to the curb
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

My one green waste container is enough Nothing more needed

I relied on the curbside waste and trash disposal for many, many years. Now I do not know how to get rid of large items, and general trash that will 
not fit into the refuse bins.  It just keeps piling up. I am a senior, and it is starting to build up in my yard.  I am starting to feel like a hoarder. 

More education on 
current services / C2H

I believe that offerings could be better communicated. In the past, I have used my garbage can to collect overflow, when necessary.
More education on 
current services / C2H

large bags to pack green waste in during the fall. Return to leaf bags



There is sometime mild weather in winter month where as a resident could do some yard work but don't want to put in wasted bin.

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

somtimes this is useful after storm damage Nothing more needed
I think what we already have is accommodating. Nothing more needed

I think it's great that you are offering free compost bins.
General positive 
comment

compostable food waste collection Collect more food 
Can people ask for a brown can extension? Misc

Need a tree branch and bushes Pick up service once a year.  There a lot of old, large trees in SLC

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Food compost Collect more food 

I didn't realize I could have multiple compost cans free of charge. If that were not the case, I would suggest seasonal leaf pickup.
More education on 
current services / C2H

ANNUAL SCHEDULED PICKUPS

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I prefer the orange bags and be done with the leaves I mulch my green for the majority of the time and only use the brown can once in the spring 
clean up once for yard clean up but the leaves multiple times Return to leaf bags

I would like to see someplace where residents could dump green matter free of charge
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

I have a blue spruce getting too big for my yard. How much work would I have to do? Misc
Itouod help us with basic clean-up of branches, trees and green waste. Nothing more needed
Go back to offering the Toro brand compost bins.  They are/were the best. Service suggestion
autumn leaf pick up, spring pick up More bulky green waste
In the spring for when everyone is weeding and trimming gardens More bulky green waste
Liked the once a year pick up to put all trash out at once Return to NCU

Easier method to get rid of large amounts of green waste.  Return to curbside pickup for large volume, or deliver a for green waste only

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions More bulky green waste

Not the cityâ€™s responsibility to dispose of peopleâ€™s yard waste IMO. Nothing more needed
During the Fall - Ability to leave bags full of leaves for curbside pick up Return to leaf bags
We have a backyard compost but it would also be nice if the city offered food composting for those who don't have yards Collect more food 
See previous comments N/A
I firmly believe you should return to the yearly neighborhood clean-up plan. I understand through friends that your Call 2 Haul program has been 
unsatisfactory. Return to NCU
I like the once a year garbage pickup when we can leave things out that do not fit in bins. Return to NCU
Only in the fall. Nothing more needed

I think it's working great.
General positive 
comment

The previous pick-up system was much preferred Return to NCU
Glad the days of filling leaf bags are over.  Living on a corner, I wish the city would just leave me the second leaf can automatically as I am saving 
the city a lot of work by cleaning the gutters and sewer drains. Service suggestion
Fall leaf collection without using plastic film bags is a challenge! Leaf bin insufficient

I need more info on dirt collection options
More education on 
current services / C2H

I continually am working on cleaning up my yard, it is nice to know that additional yard waste bins are available if needs be. At this point, I make 
due with the one I have

More education on 
current services / C2H Nothing more needed

I throw my food waste in this can also, so I appreciate that I can do that. I also have a backyard composting area, which I also use. Nothing more needed
this would add additional casts but if paid as a individual ser fee ok same with call to haul. Budget Impact
Even with extra cans, we have to deal with bags of leaves for weeks after theyâ€™ve been cleaned up by refilling the cans each week until the 
leaves are finally gone. A one time curbside leaf pickup could be great! Leaf bin insufficient Vacuum up leaves

like it - thank u
General positive 
comment

I pay for my green bin. Misc

Providing lists more frequently about what is not/what is accepted and also ACCEPTING DIRT.
More education on 
compost

Do not increase the amount you charge!!!!!!!! Why did you change what was working.  Keep it cheap



Thank you for these services!
General positive 
comment

don't need it
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Cite people for not cleaning out their gutters? Service suggestion

A green clean out day or two would be great(spring and fall)

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I wish it were a year round service.

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

I only have green waste once or twice a year, not enough to have brown bin Nothing more needed

Seasonal pick ups would be good. Yard waste adds up in spring and especially fall.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I greatly miss the ability to put out large limbs and brambles.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

How about sending out an e-mail notice in the spring & fall re taking more green waste
More education on 
current services / C2H More bulky green waste

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Consider eliminating additional services rather than increase price.
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Thank you for the services offered - I hope you will consider the comments with regard to mandatory services and time frames
General positive 
comment

none N/A

especially after destructive storms, we need the city to come by and help clean up
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

With the new Call 2 Haul... which is so long to pick up... people are not trimming their trees or cleaning up their yards.  It is becoming a longer term 
issue... .people are delaying or not doing green clean up.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

what   other  services  would  you  offer N/A
The only reason I donâ€™t is that I just cut it up for the green waste bin and we also take loads to the dump ad necessary. I could understand the 
need for other people.

Do not need additional 
green waste service

To pay someone to go around checking cans is a wast. If they are concerned about items in the containers they can have them at the land fill. Also 
placing grass in the yard wast leaves the container stinking all summer. 

Doesn't like 
enforcement team

1 bin seems to be enough for me if I make sure to have it emptied consistently. Nothing more needed

Better education on the availability of additional bins; perhaps a separate green waste Call 2 Haul program--one for green waste and one for 
everything else (furniture, electronics, tires, etc)--providing 2 opportunities to each household--one for each purpose a year. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

More education on 
current services / 
compost

Call 2 Haul wants limbs cut up and bagged so it is on no value.  Dislikes C2H

There are times in the spring and fall where additional compost cans/bag pickup would be helpful, but generally what is available does suffice. Nothing more needed
paint cans mty and partial full. Service suggestion
With my two brown cans, I have been able to put all my green waste in them and this year, didn't even do a call to haul.  It was helped by having 
my 90 gallon can for larger items to be thrown away. Nothing more needed
the problem is: I don't want it year round. I only need it for a short time, which depends on when the leafs fall Nothing more needed
You can charge more for the extra services. Wish my neighbors were recycling concientious. Budget Impact

I have a big garden and really appreciate being able to compost yard waste, Rose bush clippings, etc Compost important
General positive 
comment

More services=more cost.  Everyone loves the GREEN word but not the cost Misc
I've heard there is a place in salt lake that does food compost. I'd love to compost our food waste. Collect more food 

Take branches that are more than 36" long and greater than 2" in diameter.  If youre going to pick up trees, pick up trees.  Not sticks and twigs
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions More bulky green waste

We don't need additional services. We already pay too much for the ones we have. 
Do not need additional 
green waste service

We just moved to salt lake from sandy and we are very pleased with the services and very excited! Thank you! 
General positive 
comment

You people donâ€™t have my vote to increase the fees. Keep it cheap
I want the old curbside clean up program back Return to NCU



Perhaps more green waste curbside programs? More bulky green waste
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

cans are not large enough More bulky green waste

street sweeping
Street sweeper 
complaint

do not want to pay for it.  I dragged broken tree limbs a half block last winter, have to pay to get the trees trimmed.  object to paying and paying 
and still doing the work--or having to pay somebody else to do it.  why don't you tell us who can reliably do some of this clean-up without robbing 
us blind?  i live alone Budget Impact Keep it cheap

Perhaps make people more aware of composting food waste, like fruit & vegetable scraps. 
More education on 
compost

As long as compost/yard wastes is available starting in late January, we don't need additional service Nothing more needed
i could use a much smaller green can if i had additional brown cans. I end up putting my yard waste in my green can because i cant clean up my 
yard with only one can during the spring and fall Leaf bin insufficient
Bring back annual pickup Return to NCU
I prefer the previous system of once a year clean up piles Return to NCU

Should provide seperate call to haul each year for trash and for green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

go back to the way it was. Misc

Please go back to the scheduled pick up. Return to NCU

More education on 
current services / 
compost

Leaf removal service (where you rake leaves into the street the day before scheduled pick-up day) Vacuum up leaves

an ability to have large brush collected from the curb
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I think on demand makes sense

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

Hoarding is uncool. Bring us back the once-a-year service to rid of bulk, or make Call 2 Hall service truly available.  Return to NCU
Would be great if there were some more/better bulky item recycling options (e.g. old satellite dish) More bulky green waste
parking strip tree maintenance, planting and stump removal program is good and necessary to continue Compost important

didn't know call 2 haul would do limb collection.   thx
More education on 
current services / C2H

Green waste is good ! Thanks Compost important
General positive 
comment

Don't make it mandatory to have all cans. Other cities give Residents options for an every other week pickup to save. Service suggestion
I don't want any additional services that cost money! Keep it cheap
No comments N/A
If someone has a tree break, they shouldn't have to use their once a year Call2Haul appointment for pickup of the large branches.  I'm assuming 
that is how it works? More bulky green waste

Do not suspend program even temporarily . Suspention causes confusion and burdone

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

After storms
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

A spring cleanup for green waste, that won't count as my call2hall

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

More green waste pickups for spring and fall clean ups, especially fall clean ups. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

My green waste was too small for cubside pick up. I instead had to use extra green waste cans all summer long to get rid of my waste. Nothing more needed
I loved the once a year clean-up they used to do. It helped get rid of excess junk too big for cans Return to NCU
no comment N/A

Again it would be nice to be able to unload the 30 bags of leaves that we currently have but I just add two bags a week until they are gone. Leaf bin insufficient
 most of the brush and tree limbs won't fit in a can Misc



We compost a lot of our yard and kitchen waste at home. In addition, we are able to reduce large tree limbs, etc. to manageable size. But 
additional services would be welcome if there were an unusual storm event in the city, or other unexpected event that produced unmanageable 
quantities of debris.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Preferred the other semi-annual curbside pick up. Return to NCU
Only need extra yard bins in the fall for leaves. Nothing more needed
Having seasonal "leaf only" cans available has been so helpful and mitigated our need for additional City-provided service. Nothing more needed
When there is a big storm causing lots of branches to fall down from trees on city property, it would be very helpful if the city sent crews to clean 
up the debris. 

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Collection for bags of leaves Return to leaf bags
What I have is workable Nothing more needed
I'm happy planning ahead and spacing my fall leaves/brush into weekly pickups. I can see how some people (especially with larger yards or more 
trees) may find 1 bin per week too confining. Nothing more needed
Should TRADE call 2 haul for annual pick-up as before Return to NCU
The Jordan River parkway now has numerous areas that are dumps because there is no yearly clean-up. Misc
everyone dumps their * across the street....the city does nothing to stop this.  It is inexcusable. Service complaint Language
sometimes Misc
In the fall it would be helpful to have curbside pickup for all the extra leaves Vacuum up leaves

I would like be able to compost slightly dirty paper towels.
Accept more 
compostables

As mentioned in my earlier comments, we utilize the compost can weekly when available. We live in an older part of SLC with large mature maples. 
Even with our regular compost can and two extras, not enough to hold all our leaves. Leaf bin insufficient
A second large trash pick up by neighborhood. More bulky green waste

I was not aware of the additional wastes cans or how to access this service.
More education on 
current services / C2H

Effective distribution of biocomposed manure. Nobody knows about his service Service suggestion

People shouldn't haul grass. Maybe educate on letting cut grass fertilize lawn instead of bagging
More education on 
compost

Maybe people would be more likely to use the green waste bins if they got a "free" bag of compost each year? Would obviously need to be 
weighed with the cons of preparation, delivery, etc. as well as giving away compost doesn't help the fund shortages Service suggestion
I didnâ€™t know I could get multiple brown cans for no charge . But I donâ€™t have extra room for it anyway. Nothing more needed
Go back to the curbside regular pick-up Return to NCU
Go back to once a year pick up Return to NCU

sometimes in the fall with the leaves it is a bit tricky but I just collect  leaves until the can is full and then fill it again the next week until done Nothing more needed
Promote food waste composting Collect more food 
I borrowed neighbors bins for a few weeks to dispose of a cut down tree. Not sure if/when I'd need something like this again. Nothing more needed
I wish the city could provide compost delivery to households from the composting facility. I would like to use the compost but don't have a way to 
transport it. Service suggestion

I wasn't made aware of the additional compost bins made available. Will definitely use this service in the future.
More education on 
compost Nothing more needed

The current services are adequate and appreciated. Only during a huge wind storm or heavy snow when lots of trees are downed would we need 
additional pick up for green waste. Nothing more needed

Didn't know about the extra yard waste/compost cans.
More education on 
compost Nothing more needed

If I need to Call 2 Haul for trees/greens, I don't think there should be an additional charge if you have used them for other items during the year.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

More flexible schedule Misc
There are certain times, particularly when the leaves all fall, that there is not enough space in those compost cans. Leaf bin insufficient
Trying to get the City to come down and clean the Ally behind our home Const, Material&gt;Furnture Garbage Withuout calling the Mayors office 
impossible. The alley is city property. Needs cleaning 3 times a Yearr. Service complaint
I didn't know about the ability to request additional yard waste cans! I've been making dump runs for things that can't fit in the can.  I will 
definitely utilize that in the future.

More education on 
current services / C2H

i want the yearly waste that is put on the curb picked up like it use to be done. Return to NCU

Now that I know about extra containers, I will use them.
More education on 
compost Nothing more needed

In case no one at city hall has noticed there has been a huge increase in people leaving things like mattresses, appliances, and broken furniture on 
the parking strips. Another eye sore for us all to enjoy. Misc
As stated leaf bag pick up in fall would be nice Return to leaf bags



I think this program can be scaled down. We see very few green waste garbages out. We ourselves only put it out once a month. I noticed last year 
the program stopped for the winter months which was a great idea. Nothing more needed

i like the green waste disposal program better than the old bag leaves program
General positive 
comment

I can't afford to pay for the higher rates. Keep it cheap
you should not have done away with the annual curb side pickup.  it was a good thing. Return to NCU
I have lots of leaves every year. The available services are not enough Leaf bin insufficient

Thatâ€™s awesome 
General positive 
comment

The additional green waster bins remain for 4 weeks at a residence - that is longer than needed for us. We would be ok with a 1-2 week timeframe. Service suggestion Nothing more needed
In Belgium residents blow their leaves into the street where a huge special vacuum truck picks them up. This keeps everything looking so nice and 
the city is able to properly mulch an insane amount of leaves. Vacuum up leaves
It's really not free Misc

I believe a yard clean-up pick up is still required to help residents maintain a healthy leaving space. More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

If managed properly, the disposal can occur over several weeks without additional services. Nothing more needed
Everyone gets charged and not everyone uses the services the same. Misc

was not aware of additional yard waste cans at no extra charge
More education on 
current services / C2H

again, there's plenty available for small family and small yards Nothing more needed
Please bring back the city cleanup program. Return to NCU

Biggest challenge is that yard waste collection stops in winter - often before we can fit all our leaves in the bin. Will look into getting additional 
bins. 

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

When I fill the containers I feel that is enough yard work for one week, it helps me not over do it Nothing more needed
Some other solution for leaf collection in fall. One extra can is not enough. Leaf bin insufficient
I am grateful for the extra bins each year. Without them I would have large amounts of bags that I would need to figure out how to dispose of 
them. Nothing more needed

General positive 
comment

Return to yearly pickup!! Return to NCU

Encouraging more composting of food waste 
Collect more food 
waste

More education on 
compost

very important to have this
General positive 
comment Compost important

I could put yard waste in my trash bin if needed would rather reduce cost overall than have a yard waste bin 
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Maybe have a twice a year pickup at specific locations ie: park or parking lot. Residents could drop off the green waste at these sites. 
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Identify cans with pictures and visible words so people don't put their dog doo or garbage in my brown can. Service suggestion
online rumor (Nextdoor) is brown waste just goes to dump and is no long composted - hope that isn't true Questions compost
no. doesn't matter N/A
This is important or the green waste will end up in the garbage cans.  We share with our neighbors.  When we have a lot, we use theres.  When 
they have a lot they use ours. Nothing more needed Compost important
None of the recycling options are free. That is very misleading.  You just charge more for the refuse container. Since most recyclable products end 
up at the landfill or burning at other countries.  Are we really recycling?  Very misleading.  Show us the products we consume that come back 
through the recycling stream. Green waste is mulched and can go back out. However studies show that green waste in the landfill actually helps 
with the breakdown of the refuse garbage. Questions compost

glad to not see huge piles of stuff on the streets
General positive 
comment

As mentioned: promotion of food waste to be put in the yard waste bin. Thank you.
Collect more food 
waste

More education on 
compost

I would like to see compostable packaging accepted
Accept more 
compostables

Only in the fall Nothing more needed
As mentioned in previous comments, it would be most helpful if Call 2 Hall would accommodate pickup of large piles of tree and brush cuttings 
that rarely meet the 6â€  diameter requirement, but nevertheless take weeks or months to gradually dispose of in the provided bin that is picked up 
once a week.  

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions



You do a great job. Thank you. 
General positive 
comment

This can just showed up in driveway one day whule I was at work. Nevsr asked for it and use it maybe twice a year. Nothing more needed

More education on composting availability.
More education on 
compost

Tree branch cut trimming, away from old lines that the power company wont cut down. Service suggestion
I don't understand why people complain about call 2 haul. The bluster doesn't match the scale of the problem Misc

I find it ridiculous and wasteful that you drive around with 2 people in a vehicle in order to look into cans. You should be employing those wasteful 
right-side Jeeps that Compliance uses. It looks to be an egregious waste to use 2 people in one vehicle. All the while, the ridiculous citywide 
cleanup (dump everything you wish you'd never bought at the curb) program goes unchecked

Doesn't like 
enforcement team

I don't want more costs added Keep it cheap
i am single in a small home and find what i have works quite well-yardwaste can, recycling can,e tc. Nothing more needed

Not sure how to address it but like there is an extra pickup for christmas trees, perhaps there could be an extra pickup in November for leaves? Service suggestion

Some years I do need the service for later and earlier in the year than offered

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

Please don't offer any extra no charge services and save the cost. Budget Impact
About the only thing I put in the compost green waste is grass when I mow the lawn or some of the leaves that fall in the fall and I grow 6 tomato 
plants  so in the fall you get those and I don't have that big of a yard it can either go in that can or if you don't want to have that can it could go in 
the garbage it all ends up in the ground somewhere Nothing more needed

What options does SLC provide for the OCCASIONAL week where an additional waste/yard bin is needed (temporarily)
More education on 
current services / C2H

In the fall it's really valuable to have extra green waste bins due to the large amount of leaves. Nothing more needed
General positive 
comment

A simple drop-off commercial type dumpster for 5 days for specified street would be a huge improvement. Dumpster service
Our family could benefit from more large yard waste removal. More bulky green waste
The leaf pickup in the autumn worked well for many years.  Many people in my neighborhood are frustrated by the perceived indifference of the 
city, and simply push leaves into the street. Leaf bin insufficient
Call to Haul should be available multiple times a year More bulky green waste
Use it some time Nothing more needed

would be good to just have additional green waste cans at some points of the year- not sure if this is available 
More education on 
current services / C2H

More marketing in regards to the programs and maybe add incentives of using these services. Free is great, but if this is an important thing for the 
earth, more people like myself should be taking advantage of these great resources

More education on 
current services / C2H

n/a N/A

When I first moved into the house; the city provided orange garbage bags but long before my trees started dropping leaves; when they said the 
yard waste recylcing would take their place and it was "year round" I was happy; but then you started to halt that service.  My trees drop leaves 
well into December; and only getting to fill the bin once per week, I never get all hte leaves up until spring. Leaf bin insufficient Return to leaf bags
In the spring and fall yes Nothing more needed
Sine city services are so lacking, I pay privately to have yard waste / green waste taken care of Use private hauler

We had many limbs this winter the city would not pick up. It took us weeks to put the pieces we had to cut up to fit in our green can for disposal.  
Also, please bring back the orange leaf bags for fall leaf collection. It takes us weeks to dispose of the leafs in the brown can when Fall comes. 

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions Return to leaf bags

twice per year would be preferred. Spring-Summer, Summer-Fall More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

City covers everything I need already Nothing more needed
Your garbage monitors need to be aware of the green waste can liners that meet the specs of this program. Service suggestion

I already commented, but a fall service to dispose of leaves without having to have another waste collection can would be beneficial. Vacuum up leaves
I would like to go back to the large trash pickup Return to NCU
I only forsee using this once or twice a year, for leaves or other yard waste. Nothing more needed
Not necessary when brown bins can be obtained at no charge. Nothing more needed
We can compost the leaves ourselves, but it takes a while. It would be nice for the city to help, but those are a lot of resources to mobilize for a 
short period. Nothing more needed



Not aware of waste can available for compost/ yard waste. Employee was dismissive when we called about this service.Please provide phone 
number to contact

More education on 
current services / C2H Service complaint

additional city provded service= restore the annual neighborhood clean-up program Return to NCU

I would like to know how to store it on my property for personal greenhouse use.
Encourage on-site 
composting

More education on 
compost

the onec a year bulk pick up worked nice. Misc
A once a year leaf pickup would be fantastic Vacuum up leaves

Would appreciate assistance in cutting up large limbs  fallen from trees during storms.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Current services are adequate Nothing more needed
But I would like to see a city wide leaf vacuum. I've lived where they have a huge vacuum on a truck that, after the home owner raked his leaves to 
the curb, the city then went down the streets sucking up all the leaves. Vacuum up leaves
None N/A

Keeping the street gutters free of leaves is a challenge. Are the street sweeper machines expensive?
Street sweeper 
complaint

As above, I suggest you replace call-to-haul with the old neighborhood cleanup system. Return to NCU
While I realize I may be in a minority, with a yard as large as mine, and the trees that grow on my property, I would need approximately 10 yard 
waste containers simultaneously to haul all of the leaves at once. I've seen services on the internet that offer huge "leaf bags" (essentially large 
tarps with handles) that are reusable and would allow for a much more efficient disposal of leaves. Also if the city is composting this yard waste as 
it should be, are there any services to purchase this as yard fertilizer once it has broken down properly? And/or is it being used on city maintained 
parks and greenery? Leaf bin insufficient

More education on 
compost

I don't have space for the number of additional cans I would need. It was much easier to take bags to a central pickup point as was done in the 
distant past. 

Offer a green waste 
dropoff

The annual, scheduled neighborhood pick up was much easier to use. Return to NCU
leaves in the fall Misc
We hire yard disposal for the majority of our waste. The can suffices otherwise. Use private hauler
I compost so I only use my brown can for things I cannot compost Nothing more needed
return to once a year neighborhood pickup, so my neighbors and I can combine items. Return to NCU

PLEASE return the yearly clean up.  It helped keep things much cleaner.  Many renters in our area do not have trucks to haul things away Return to NCU

Industrial composting that includes the ability to compost bioplastics would help a bunch! 
Accept more 
compostables Compost important

The "new" city program... is NOT AT ALL USEFULL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Dislikes C2H

There needs to be better announcements about how to have the city dispose of limb breaks during heavy snowfalls.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

More education on 
current services / C2H

I didn't have build-up of green waste with the old way of street pick-up in my yard.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I was unaware that extra yard waste containers were available to the public. I was unable to find this information on the city website. 
More education on 
current services / C2H

call to haul does not put green waste and garbage in seperate trucks, even if it is seperated. Misc
What comes out of my soil should be put back into my soil Compost important
I liked it better when we knew what week it was coming and we had time to get everything to the curb. Return to NCU
N/A N/A
Lower the rates the city is gready Keep it cheap

I appreciate this service and the cityâ€™s commitment to making our community more environmentally friendly!
General positive 
comment

I thought it stopped for the winter, but a question above suggests it's year-round. I end up with at least some yard waste year round.

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

Bring in a wood chipper in the fall or early spring Service suggestion

I compost leaves. They turn into mulch, reduce leaves, and enrich the soil.
Encourage on-site 
composting Compost important

needed mostly for fall leaf removal Nothing more needed
Saying that certain services are done at no fee is erroneous cause we do pay. Misc
I share all  my cans with the neighbors.  They are welcome to fill my cans if there is room left. Nothing more needed

A curbside green waste neighborhood collection a couple times a year for large limbs , besides trying to use call2haul would help people try to 
keep their yards up.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

In some areas I have seen a truck that 'vacuums'  up the leaves while mulching them. Vacuum up leaves



This has been a bit informative for me and I thought I knew it all. I did not.
More education on 
current services / C2H

SLC services plus  "Call to Hall" meet our needs Nothing more needed
Extra pick up times in the Fall and/or accept bagged leaves Return to leaf bags Leaf bin insufficient
Last summer took yard waste to the landfill and the green waste disposal was full and they had us toss in with regular trash Questions compost
yard waste picked up from March to January Service suggestion
Need neighborhood pick up as it used to be Return to NCU

Branches and trees from wind and storms damage would be nice to be cleaned up and collected by the city, especially those trees on city property.  
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

A one time during high peak green waste accumulation would be a great addition.  Maybe between fall and winter, when all leaves and branches 
start falling. More bulky green waste

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I wish we had the old system, new system too hard to booking for yard cleanups projects. I believe less people are cleaning their yards because of 
this leading to a dirtier city. 

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

It would be nice to have a spring cleaning pickup for large limbs and trees.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

The issue is nothing to do with green wast disposal.  Don't make any changes to that. It's perfect.  The recycling program is the joke that needs help Compost important Nothing more needed
None. Nothing more needed
Return to the once a year clean-up program. Return to NCU
Services currently provided are more than adequate! Nothing more needed

I have to cut down a couple of small trees but have no way of getting rid of the pieces because they won't meet the published criteria.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I feel lucky to live in a beautiful neighborhood within Salt Lake City, and it has many lovely, old trees. But occasionally a tree dies or falls in a storm, 
and this leaves us with pieces much larger than are accepted in any of the current offerings.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

A second yard waste only pick up would be wonderful More bulky green waste
we called and waited three months for small tree limbs and brush. They never came Service complaint
 We preferred the scheduled neighborhood clean-up and would like it reinstated. Return to NCU

In an effort to reduce added waste in the landfill, it would be nice to continue the composting service throughout the entire year. In the winter 
months, I no longer compost kitchen scraps because you don't pick up anymore. 

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

Fall time frame requires additional disposal for leaves but only for a month or two a year Nothing more needed
It should really be mandatory to segregate green waste for separate collection; i.e. green waste dumped into garbage cans and intermixed with 
landfill waste should be penalized and prohibited. Compost important

So many people have landscape companies that additional city services are not needed. Use private hauler
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Between call 2 haul & multiple container availability I believe adequate green waste disposal options are being provided by the city at this time. Nothing more needed

it is not clear if tree limb pick ups are included in our allotted call to haul program.
More education on 
current services / C2H

I happen to have a lot of green waste but am able to get in in waste can Nothing more needed
this additional free service should be removed Budget Impact
Pls go back to the old neighborhood cleanup model. Return to NCU
No N/A
comtainer too small for all waste disposal Leaf bin insufficient
The cans seem to work fine Nothing more needed
We have huge trees and try to put green waste in in stages, but we are overwhelmed for a few weeks each year. Leaf bin insufficient

I don't personally have a need for this, but I sure wish I did. I think green waste disposal is the best service of all because we see the benefits of 
composting in our own community as far as I know. People throw their leaves in the garbage bin and it makes me sad - leaves are not garbage! Nothing more needed Compost important
It has taken years but we have most of our yard down to a minimal disposal site. We recycle our own leaves for our garden. Nothing more needed
 N/A
none N/A

Why don't you use volunteer's to provide TV spots educating the residents on what to, or not to do regarding garbage.  
More education on 
compost

additional large containers or ability to pickup multiple bags of fall leaves.  Waiting a week to re-fill 2-3 yard waste containers repeatedly 
throughout the season is not pracitcal Leaf bin insufficient Return to leaf bags
see previous comments N/A



I don't think this is a needed service
Do not need additional 
green waste service

I would love leaf vacuum service here in the Harvard/Yale area so that we can rake our mountain of leaves to the curb and have a city vacuum 
truck pick them up.  This works very well in Columbus, Ohio, for example.  We have three yard waste cans, have filled all of them for the last 3 
weeks, and probably have another 9 cans worth of leaves in our yard. Vacuum up leaves
I used the extra bins for a big yard clean-up, but now they are gone and the leaves have fallen, I have filled up my compost bin twice, but will need 
to fill it up at least 3-4 more times to get rid of all the leaves. Leaf bin insufficient
Provide these services with NO additional cost.  You took it away with no cost relief Keep it cheap
I have SO MANY leaves.  I am grateful to have extra cans to use during the fall Nothing more needed
None. Nothing more needed
Iâ€™m confused about what I can get hauled off. Is it only tree limbs? The loss of the annual pickup is really too bad.  Just knowing the city was 
coming once a year really forced people to deal with things. Now Iâ€™m not sure what to do. 

More education on 
current services / C2H

Since we have not needed it, I donâ€™t feel qualified to comment. Nothing more needed

An additional yard waste can would reduce my need to call to haul.
More education on 
compost

I have heard of programs where in the fall they bring big sweeper trucks around to sweep or such up piles of leaves we rake onto the street side. It 
would only need to run a couple of week a year.  Vacuum up leaves
Composting brush and yard waste is a GREAT program. Compost important
My 90 gallon service is adequate for my yard and vegetation Nothing more needed
sometimes I might need extra Misc
Emigration Canyon maxes out our dumpsters and they are greatly appreciated. Nothing more needed
The amount of waste that was saved from the landfill by people being able to collect metals and reusable items was apparent by the overloaded 
beds of trucks constantly driving the streets. It is horrible that a once-a-year scheduled pickup means all of that heads for the landfill now. Not a 
very green move. Dislikes C2H

I am never sure what happens to large tree branches that have fallen d/t storm?
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Different waste pops up seasonally - whether tree limbs, leaves, or gardening needs. Having quarterly pickups would be nice. More bulky green waste
See my comment above. N/A

Commercial digesting composter to accept all compostable products
Accept more 
compostables

I would like too be able to have more than one time (like two) that I could call for the call 2 haul program More bulky green waste
We need seasonal leaf removal. Leaf bin insufficient
Please read my comments above where I addressed this matter. N/A

Make sure the pick up starts early - mid february for those who prune fruit trees and bushes when they are dormant and should be pruned

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

I wish SLC would pick up tree limbs after storms. Elderly people cannot deal with this problem.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

As Can tell I am Not impressed by the city's efforts. It is time that, you are not the only goverment agency looking for more funds( The state of Utah 
, Salt Lake County, and the Federal Goverment are wanting more ).You as Salt Lake City need to curtail certan pet projects and tighten you belt. I as 
a taxpayer am not your CASH COW!!!!!! Keep it cheap
None Nothing more needed

After a big storm, it's beneficial when the city picks up any extra debris.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Often the timing of the pickups, like the old neighborhood style, didn't correspond with my yard or house work. If the brush is offered call 2 haul, 
that might be worth it. 

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

should allow for a  2nd call to haul pickup for a small fee. More bulky green waste

Please allow food waste and commercially compostable material in the brown bin
Collect more food 
waste

Accept more 
compostables

The only additional service we need is to bring back our old yearly pick-up. PLEASE!!! Return to NCU
Fall bagged leaf removal Return to leaf bags
I wish tree trimming on the park strip was included!! Neighbors branches always fall down because they donâ€™t keep them maintained and are a 
hazard in many neighborhoods. Service suggestion
Be nice to be able to call for special situations even if there was some fee. More bulky green waste

Maybe do a street cleanup of leaves 
Street sweeper 
complaint Vacuum up leaves

Need something for all the leaves. I end up going to the landfill twice with leaves. Mainly from city street lined trees Vacuum up leaves Leaf bin insufficient



Would it be possible just to have a pick up for the yard waste limbs etc. itâ€™s such a great way to have people spruce up their property. I had the 
sense of the old program was taken advantage of by people putting out construction and sofas people from other neighborhoods dumping in 
hours. Could you for example have a time where much luck

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

For large branches from storms. It's too hard to fit everything in the bins. I had to make and pay for 4 trips to the dump this year to get rid of large 
branches.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I miss the bulk curbside collection the way it was Return to NCU
 Last year we ice and snow damaged to city parkway tree branches. It took a week for the city pickup to get the downed branches. We were told 
that we were not permitted or allowed to put branches for other trees in our yard.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

I understand that there is a drastically reduced amount of yard waste/composting during the winter months, but it would be great to still have 
occasional green waste pickup during the off-season (perhaps once a month).

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

I compost my own waste and others should too
Encourage on-site 
composting

I liked the old set time yearly pick up Return to NCU

Would be nice twice a year to have green waste disposal. But I also didn't know we could have an extra can for free. More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

More education on 
compost

At times we have limbs hard to cut down but apparently too small for special pick up. Would like to pile by curb when weâ€™re cleaning yard in 
spring and fall.

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

that's nice. I don't cultivate much green waste. Nothing more needed
Neighborhood clean up Return to NCU

Go back to the old system of allowing folks to make a big pile of green waste and a separate one of household items once a year.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I would use an extra can sometimes but not all the time. Nothing more needed

That is working great, and was a serious improvement that should be copied everywhere. Likes C2H
General positive 
comment

Once again, there are no extra green bins.  They are a myth, a unfulfilled promise. Service complaint
The city needs to trim their trees in our neighborhood on a regular basis. Service suggestion

More info on Call 2 Haul would be helpful. Is it only for tree branches? Also, Iâ€™ve noticed that people in my neighborhood just put tree branches 
out in the grass median on my street. That doesnâ€™t seem too â€œkosherâ€  to me, but the branches always disappear.

More education on 
current services / C2H

There are certain times of the year that an extra green container would be very helpful!
More education on 
compost

Tree trimming over power lines that could cause a public safety hazard. 
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

More frequent pick up during fall More bulky green waste
I would like the city to deposit yard waste at the county dump in a place that recycles the green waste  and then mulches it for future use by 
taxpayers who need the recycled product for their yards instead of mixing it all in with the general trash. Questions compost

More education on 
compost

I wish you would reconsider reinstating the previous program Return to NCU
I have 50 to 60 bags of leaves each year and the old program of picking up the bags worked better for me Return to leaf bags
Some sort of leaf collection program would be great - but I guess I can just get additional containers! Nothing more needed
Leaf removal for multiple compostable bags would be nice.  We often have over a dozen full bags, that would require more than two bins.  If there 
was a leaf bag pick up for compost, that would be wonderful! Return to leaf bags

Accept more 
compostables

Larger limbs and trunks could be left curbside for people to collect for firewood. A simple link on a Sugarhouse or Liberty Park Facebook page 
would keep it picked up quickly

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Large branches
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Feel like itâ€™s adequate Nothing more needed
Occasionally there are a lot of downed branches from wind and storms. I have called the SL Arborist before and they have picked them up. I was 
very grateful.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Leaves pick up once yearly would be useful. Leaf bin insufficient

After large storms, the city should allow all branches to be put out and picked up
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

What happened to the yearly cleanup program that happened for a given week? Bring that back. Return to NCU

I try to use as much compostable waste as possible in my compost bins. So the services provided by the City are adequate for me. Nothing more needed
Need a solution for massive amounts of leaves Leaf bin insufficient
You say this is year round, however, we can't put out our composte bin after November Misc
The only time I could use an extra bin is in the fall for leaves. Nothing more needed



It has to go somewhere and I'm glad you compost it rather than miss out on that opportunity. Would love to have a compost delivery! It's been 
hard to organize a truck to come get a scoop now and then.  Also like that little amounts are available. Service suggestion
None Nothing more needed

I think you're offering a lot and that's good.
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

Compostable bags would be much easier than hauling heavy dumpsters around my property. 
Accept more 
compostables

a yearly spring/fall pickup of limbs and large amount yard waste is needed

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

leaves in the gutter from city tree is hardly ever swept up by the city
Street sweeper 
complaint

Leaf vacuuming, as noted above.  Vacuum up leaves

I think it's a great program and if I feel I need the extra cans, it's good to know they are available.
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

I would love to learn more about opportunities to recycle electronic waste.
More education on 
recycling

Fall is a big time to prune trees, as is early spring. The required work doubles or more to try to stuff that in your can. We also live adjacent to a 
gully and are tasked with weed whacking it 2X a year. All that grass has to be racked and placed in cans which then doesnâ€™t allow room for our 
home yard waste Leaf bin insufficient
I did not know I could get an extra brown bin for all yard waste. That would be beneficial in the fall when I can't keep up with cutting down all my 
plants (nothing to do with leaves.)

More education on 
compost

Everybidy wants bulk annual pickup back. Misc
Iâ€™m not sure this is feasible here with how many cars are parked on streets, but in Brigham city theyâ€™re able to leave leaves curbside 
(Unbagged) to get picked up Vacuum up leaves
leaf trucks would be very useful - we want and need more trees so services to help deal with the large volume of fall leaves would be helpful. I seen 
too many neighbors cut down their trees only because they didn't want to deal with the leaf debris Vacuum up leaves
people have a lot of green waste, way more than one can worth and seasonally (leaves) it gets really bad Misc

Would have been great to know that we could have extra yard waste cans.  Make it easier to sign up for these online. Service suggestion
More education on 
compost

need better leaf collection in Fall More bulky green waste
It would be really neat to explore the option of having community-based and shared composting location? Like also on site of a community 
garden? Whether or not it is a curbside service or a user-drop off system. If community gardens and/or composting services exist in my area, I am 
not aware of them 

Offer a green waste 
dropoff Compost important

Give us reusable leaf bags. So that we can use them as needed. I would pay for this service Return to leaf bags
I'm happy with the current system and glad we have it Nothing more needed
Bring back yearly street pickup Return to NCU
Itâ€™s only in the fall or after sever storms when tree limbs fall that I would need extra green waste disposal. Nothing more needed
I would like to see more effort be put toward recycling. Misc

During the fall, we could certainly use a service to pick up leaves as they pile up too quickly and don't fit in even the extra cans we get. Leaf bin insufficient

wish I had gotten the memo on the additional bins I could request!!
More education on 
compost

Cabs delivered sooner. Misc
Go back to designated dates for clean up. Return to NCU
Go back to a curbside pile pickup Return to NCU
those of us maintaining fire-defensible space where we are in oak brush areas need to have the equivalent of call 2 haul for our "under-6" 
diameter" oak brush.  We cannot be human mulchers to get that stuff into a brown can! More bulky green waste

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

More bins? Leaf bin insufficient
we have a large yard.  to maintain it including all our rental properties.  We need the extra bins.  Nothing more needed
In city drop points for large recycling or metals, plastics, and organics would be appreciated. I had a horrible experience trying to recycle the metal 
from a dishwasher. The website said recycling available at landfill. Then I had to PAY to drop all that metal in the landfill open dump rather than it 
getting recycled. The website is false. I literally could have been paid $5-$10 at the metal recycler for this same dishwasher that I had to pay $12 to 
the city to put in the * dump. So super lame. Very discouraging.

Offer a green waste 
dropoff

I had absolutely no idea these programs existed and we would have most definitely used them.  Once the yearly waste cleanup stopped we 
thought that was it.  Again, how would we know?.....

More education on 
current services / C2H

The only problem I have with the entire service is that it is costly for my income. Keep it cheap

I'd like to have tree limb collection available more than once a year. Sometimes big limbs fall more often than that. More bulky green waste
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions



We have a large yard wirh a lot of trees its hard to keep up with when we can only do small amounts in the bins. Even with extra bins it takes a lot 
of time to get rid of Leaf bin insufficient
2 call2haul pickups per year will allow me to use the service and not save the single instance until it is too late. Maybe charging a modest fee for 
the second call2haul within one year. More bulky green waste
Annual by neighborhood bulk pick up much better Return to NCU
Extra fall leaf bins Misc
It would be good if this service could be provided to schools - hopefully free.  Service suggestion
Bring back the curb side program. Call to haul is lame! Return to NCU
THe new call to haul program is useless. Should have kept it unchanged. Dislikes C2H
If I didn't have a crew to come cleanup leaves, a bagged leaf collection would probably be very useful Return to leaf bags

I want more information on the compost services of the yard waste option.
More education on 
compost

I personally don't need another service because our yard is mostly xeriscaped and does not yield much brush or other green waste. Nothing more needed
Additional no-charge cans so be continued so that neighorhoods will remain trimmed and sightly. Nothing more needed

at my community garden, we often run out of space for large branches, they often don't fit in the bin
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

If properly done call to haul and extra cans work, I know I used the extra cans this year. Nothing more needed

Was not aware could use Call to haul for tree limb removal.
More education on 
current services / C2H

The call-to-haul curbside pickup program is GREAT!  No more having others junk dropped off on my curb before the pickup happened.  KEEP THIS 
PROGRAM!!! Likes C2H

General positive 
comment

Maybe a service could be offered where residents rake/sweep leaves into a big pile in the street in front of their house & the city comes by and 
sucks up the leaves to compost. The city could charge extra for this service and let residents know which dates it would be available. Vacuum up leaves
More bins, not just to but up to 4-5 depending on how many large trees the homeowner has. Leaf bin insufficient

I did not know that the yard waste binds can be used for compost materials as well.  I thought it was strictly for yard waste.
More education on 
compost

Another call to haul day in he fall More bulky green waste
Deliver in early Autumn to areas with tree lined streets Nothing more needed
would be nice to have during fall leaf season Nothing more needed
Most of my yard waste is taken by my lawn service- but I still have some Nothing more needed
I like old schedulle program that you had before Call 2 Haul Return to NCU

You idiots refused to take out my yard waste because there was a dead bird in it. Dead birds are biodegradable and compostable, and inherently 
yard waste. You will find any excuse to not do your jobs, yet take my money anyway. Just take the * trash and stop * about it. Service complaint Language
I wish you'd bring back the leaf removal service of bags of leaves. Return to leaf bags
The city needs to take care of the trees on the parking strips. Service suggestion
I have more yard waste/compost than my bin can accommodate. It would be nice to have a discount/coupon to purchase compost from the land 
fill since a contribute quite a bit of yard waste each week Service suggestion
Last year, the compost cans were not picked up year-round. Misc
I use neighbors cans when needed Nothing more needed
One time you were offering low price home composters for sale/pick up at fire stations. Will that program be continued?  Anything to encourage 
easier, hygienic home composting would help lower all collections! Service suggestion
I do wish pick up was available in early March. That is when I start pruning and need it. However, I am also fine filling my bin and storing some on 
my property for the next week. Nothing more needed
Bring back yearly yard cleanup program. Return to NCU

wasn't aware of the above so called services
More education on 
current services / C2H

current service is adequate Nothing more needed
Every year I have to pay an outside company to maintain my trees on my parking strip. I have been in my house 11 years and have never seen a 
city worker out helping to maintain the trees on the parking strip. Service complaint

An option for 2 x a year to allow for tree limbs being a separate need then large household trash.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

No it is not the city's responsibility to provide this level of service. Nothing more needed
Didn't know how to answer this question, because I haven't used or don't understand the other programs.  I got good notice on the curbside 
pickup when it was going. Misc
Old system was better Misc



Garbage bag leaf pick up.   No way to put all my leaves in the garbage can or in my other cans.  Too many bags. Return to leaf bags
Rolloff for leaves.  I preferred having the once a year/twice a year curbside pickup.  Dumpster service

In the fall, it would be great to be able to put leaves on the sidewalk strip and have a truck come suck them up like they do in Logan. Vacuum up leaves
See above N/A
Make it more cost effective without taking away current services. Keep it cheap
I would be nice to have 2 yard waste containers just during fall leaf raking season, 1 for the rest of the year. But hardly essential. Nothing more needed

possibly help with tree trimming and removal.
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

yes! the all-food-accepted compost thing i mentioned earlier Collect more food 
Leaf pick up in the fall Vacuum up leaves
More bulk green waste collection. More bulky green waste
Bulk green waste pickup days. More bulky green waste
I miss the leaf bags. Return to leaf bags

Set a date for roadside pickup More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Green waste program is fine as is for me. Nothing more needed
It took my neighbors at least 4 weeks to remove the two trees they took down last sumner, i dont think they knew about tbe extra cans but the 
trunks were to heavy and wide fir the can not to mention cut Nothing more needed
None Nothing more needed

Cleaning gutters of leaves 
Street sweeper 
complaint

I use my leaves in my garden as mulch but I note a lot of homes filling up the current compost can and waiting several weeks to dispose of leaves. 
Please bring back the one time leaf collection. This also helps those that are willing to help neighbors clean up their leaves at one time and be able 
to dispose one time. Return to leaf bags Leaf bin insufficient
Allow use of bags to contain yard waste that won't fit in regular container on any particular week. Return to leaf bags

tree service to remove branches hanging over wires and on our homes
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

the old system is so much better for all curb pick up of yard debri and any large  items Return to NCU

We should be able to bring green waste to a drop off site during leaf season I sometimes have three yards of leaves
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Even just a dumpster in the neighborhood would help. Sometimes the large items are too hard to cut down to fit into cans. Dumpster service More bulky green waste
Change back to the annual collection. Return to NCU
Why wont you trim my trees on the street and why do we have no street lights. Service complaint
Need a way to recycle dirt Service suggestion
Call to haul could work for me, but, I need more than 2 weeks to get it all hauled out. More bulky green waste
I didn't know we could call and ask for more yard waste cans. That's great to know. I am sad that we took away the yearly neighborhood cleanup. I 
feel like that program encouraged you to clear out old things or garbage to keep our neighborhoods clean. Setting a deadline for everyone made 
most people look around and clean up their yards. Without that program, I think less people will use the Call 2 Haul program. I personally had 
never heard of that program until today. 

More education on 
current services / C2H Return to NCU

You need a spring / fall cleanup day for green waste. Getting rid of this through cans is not practical. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

If someone has a business or has big loads, they could take their items to a composting site.  I don't think anyone needs more than one brown can 
except when the leaves blow off. 

Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Reduce the city provided service and reduce the fees, not raise them. Keep it cheap
I think many people are super confused about what to do with leaves. The old method of giving out bags and picking them up from curbside was 
better and less confusing. I see people put leaves in bags in their brown barrels all the time! Return to leaf bags

More education on 
compost

After storm clean up of fallen branches. MOre timely pickup availability. A tree falls down, gets blown down or dies, and wait time for pick up is 
over a month!

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Yes becuause haul to call isn't working Dislikes C2H
We could use additional service during specific times of the year. More bulky green waste
Please bring back annual neighborhood cleanup program! Return to NCU

Is there any way to rent a VERY large dumpster for a weekend yard clean out project at a much lower cost? That would be incredible! Dumpster service

Thank you for providing great composted top soil at a reasonable price!  
General positive 
comment



There was a big snow storm at the end of the winter season that dumped a lot of heavy snow on trees, and made a neighbors tree drop a HUGE 
limb (20 feet long by about 9 inches wide) into my yard. I still have not disposed of it because it is too big and I don't know what to do with it. It's 
just sitting in my back yard because I am under the impression logs are not allowed in the compost bin, and yard waste isn't allowed in Call-2-Haul.

Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Some other option for fall leaf pickup and spring branch pickup would be helpful. Something that is scheduled and automatic and doesn't require 
calling the City.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

With effort we cup up branches in very small pieces and can efficiently use the yard waste can.  We see others stuff a branch or two into theirs and 
stick it out and watched the drivers have to climb into the back of their trucks to cut it up to get it to smash into their volume.  I the state of WA I 
understand if your lids is not tightly closed it will not be picked up. Nothing more needed
None Nothing more needed

The services are ample but advertising to the public to rake there leaves. Keep out of sewer system. Nothing more needed
More education on 
current services / C2H

I have so many leaves every year and I know I should get the additional bins, but then I don't know where to keep the bins. Or for how long I will 
need the additional bins, so I never use it. Nothing more needed
Yes, it was better the way it was before but I understand people misused it. Misc
Go back to yearly pickup Return to NCU

limbs don't fit in cans without breaking the arms of a 60 yr old lady, and a timed pickup from curb without container would better suit me and my 
neighbors who all do it around the same time.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

I feel like this is the only good thing your doing Misc
It would be nice to have a big truck come suck up leaves that are left along curb. Vacuum up leaves

I really appreciate the green waste bins.  Not many cities do that...
General positive 
comment Compost important

Leaves in autumn are so plentiful. Brown can doesn't begin to meet needs then. I drive my bagged leaves to county-run pickup sites. Leaf bin insufficient
It's seasonal that an additional bin is useful. Nothing more needed
The above is a "trick question" and is an insult to anyone with half a brain. Do we need more green waste disposal? NO..... Do we need to return to 
the Spring Clean-up?... Yes! One of the beauties of the annual Spring clean-up was that many people who were less fortunate or had rebuild skills, 
picked up articles that were "junk" to us and repaired and reused those products Return to NCU
ion the fall and spring-- too many leaves to pick up Misc
The tree limb collection is limited to large limbs.  There are many people who do not have the physical capacity to break up smaller pieces to put in 
the can so they are not going to do it.  More bulky green waste

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

pick up when a storm comes through that causes large damage to neighborhood trees
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

I have two yard waste cans now Nothing more needed
I was very satisfied with the previous program that allowed a bulk pick up once a year.   We need that back.n important part of the method was 
people picking up and recycling unwanted stuff. Return to NCU
The availablility of extra containers is adequate for my needs. Nothing more needed

Compost facilities are currently limited to standard waste, no proper food waste or bioplastics.
Accept more 
compostables

It takes a little coordination and effort to work around ordering the cans and even using the neighborsâ€™ cans to fill up fall leaves. Having a big 
dumpster would help but who wants it in front of their house for the neighborhood? And people would contaminate it with the wrong waste. Nothing more needed
How do I get a second yard waste & do I keep it year round? I also have no space in front of my park strip to put my cans due to an ADA crosswalk 
ramp being installed so, I can only put out 2 cans each week; garbage, recycle or compost. Misc
See above N/A

It would be nice to have twice a year curbside pick up if yard waste back

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

 When we moved in, our yard was so overgrown that I had to rent a chipper to break down all of the ways that came from our house. Even so, it 
was still multiple cubic yards. I didnâ€™t finish because it was such a massive project. I donâ€™t know how to solve this. Misc

Lots of biomass has to be cut back every spring.  We would greatly appreciate the city picking up this material once or twice a year.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

As long as tree limbs knocked down by snow, etc. are composted I wouldn't need an additional service
Help with storm debris 
cleanup Nothing more needed

Separated, more specified recycling. Misc



Not only green waste is necessary but we need the annual curb side all waste program! Compost important Return to NCU
Should have told the truth about the new program. No way around it. The City lied. The problem you are asking about is one that THE CITY 
created. Donâ€™t take away my service & then offer it back to me for an increased fee. Misc
having ability to put out paper bags of leaves as is done in other cities would make getting rid of fall leaves easier. even an extra green bin is not 
that much. Return to leaf bags Leaf bin insufficient
A paid-for or one-off green dumpster rental would be useful. Dumpster service
Need more capacity than two bins at peak leaf fall season and again when pruning in the spring Leaf bin insufficient
When I lived in Shaker Heights, Ohio they had everyone just put their brush/other green waste on the curb and came by with trucks that had large 
shop vac looking hoses to suck up the waste. It allowed for improved managed of the waste - especially when there are leaves, etc. in excess in the 
fall. Vacuum up leaves
No. N/A

Thank you for picking the Christmas trees 
Likes holiday tree 
collection

The old city clean up program seemed to encourage citizens in general to clean up.  The limitations of call2haul discourages me from using it. Misc
The value of cans for compost is of limited value. I want it disposed of not just around rotting and stinking. Misc

Great job keep up the good service
General positive 
comment Nothing more needed

maybe you should send chippers around to chip the branches right back on to that persons yard for mulch. Service suggestion
fall leaves pick up becomnes a waiting game, fill a barrel wait a week, fill a barrel wait a week Nothing more needed

I wish there was a place we could drop off limbs, yard waste etc like a parking lot of a park over a weekend or something 
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Put a compost pick up center closer than the dump. Have a higher price and use an empty city lot.
Offer a green waste 
dropoff

Havenâ€™t needed the extra services. 
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Branches, tree limbs, soil/rock/concrete debris collection More bulky green waste
Leaf collection to keep it out of water ways Vacuum up leaves
Bring back the street pickup Return to NCU
Go back to the previous system of once a year scheduled pickup Return to NCU
We are able to use neighbor yard waste bins for our leaves (after asking them) and have yet to need to request more. Nothing more needed
obligar a los residentes que mantengan sus yardas y la ciudad cortar arboles que estÃ¡n destruyendo las propiedades Service suggestion Spanish
I already pay a yard maintenance service to remove my yard waste. Use private hauler
It's difficult to dispose of sod. Misc

The city need to clean the gutters like they used to since many people brush and blow their yard waste/leaves into the gutter or street
Street sweeper 
complaint Vacuum up leaves

I use my compostable bin for kitchen waste, as well. I don't like that the program ceases for a portion of the year. Perhaps reduce it to once per 
month during the winter?

Monthly bulk green 
waste pickup

Eliminate winter 
suspension of compost 
can

After bad storms we need additional branch pickup
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

See comment above.  The City should place a greater emphasis on the need and benefits of composting and/or using "yard waste" as mulch.
Encourage on-site 
composting

More education on 
compost

I prefer the yearly neighborhood clean up. Return to NCU
At a certain point residents should pay for yard services and removal of trees and brush. Budget Impact
Who is asking for this? Misc
We always buy the mulch back from the city and we like the service. Nothing more needed

Mentioned above about leaves... the city does nothing to help residents clean up the massive amounts of leave waste which blows from blocks 
away and clogs city drains.  It is crazy for residents to have to clean community waste that does not come from their property.

Street sweeper 
complaint

I would like to learn how I can get a green waste disposal bin.
More education on 
compost

I would love it if SLC would pick up large tree limbs, sod, etc, as part of the Call 2 Haul program.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions More bulky green waste

I had no idea about the call 2 haul program, but will keep it in mind in the future. I like that city offers green waste disposal; I think it's very 
important. Nothing more needed Compost important
The people who use these other services should pay for them which would help keep curbside rates lower Budget Impact
I would love to see the city help out with raking, leaf collection and disposal for your trees that surround my properties. Vacuum up leaves



need to have pick up for large branches that come down after wind/rain storms
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

I have a very small yard and so far have been able to handle all yard waste through the normal yard waste bin I currently have, but I can definitely 
see how my neighbors would need access to more services than I do as they have much bigger yards and a lot more trees than I do. So I still think 
having those services available is important. Compost important Nothing more needed
These types of services and reminders should be made by text as well as email. My suggestion is that you offer all three methods of 
communication and your customers can choose what works best for them. For example, 'boomers' may want to receive a paper survey but no one 
else does. That way, I can do this survey through my phone. When you have something coming up, you can notify us in a text. We can opt in our 
out of those preferences- if you set it up that way. Service suggestion Reexamine
At this time of year-  so many leaves! Misc
It should be optional but a single tree limb and overfill a bin. More bulky green waste
Leaf season can be a problem in this neighborhood with lots of trees Misc
I compost as much as possible and dispose of green waste minimally at this time. Nothing more needed
 N/A
Cut out the Call 2Haul service to save money.  Some other towns don't have this service. Service suggestion

Call 2 Haul's limits on the amount of branches make in unusable for my annual tree-trimming. More bulky green waste
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

More should be done in education on leaves dropping. Find a location to donate to a farm, ask your neighbors, mow them in as mulch as free 
fertilizer. this will reduce the amount of leaves that could be used around the neighborhood instead of going to the dump and wasting money. 

Encourage on-site 
composting

More education on 
compost

I compost, I rarely use the bins, once a year for the ivy.  I take my neighbors' bins of leaves and grass clippings.  Nothing more needed

Regular clean-up would be helpful.  Branches fall from trees year round, it would be most convenient if I could leave these on the curb on 
designated weekdays.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup More bulky green waste

More frequent pick up and/or temporary, additional bins Nothing more needed
If there was a leaf or grass pick up separate that would be better. Where we live we are always filling the green waste with branches all year long. 
So there is not room/weight left to clean up the leaves in the fall. 

Provide even more leaf 
bins

I don't need this service as I use my green waste in my yard as mulch and compost
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Please go back to the system that worked and was not broke. Misc
Si se cobraria por este servicio no lo utilizaria. Usaria solo el contenedor verde Keep it cheap Spanish
Twice weekly compost pick up during fall Leaf bin insufficient

I have no knowledge of additional green waste disposal. I could really use this information/resource.
More education on 
compost

Any need above what is currently being provided should be paid for by the person, not distributed to everyone. Budget Impact

Because I have an HOA, I don't have a lot of green-waste needs except perhaps 3 times a year at most. 
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Better leaf removal for when they drop all over the streets
Street sweeper 
complaint

The yard waste cans are not big enough for the fall leaves to all fit. Plese bring back the bag pick up. There is not enough room on the property/ 
driveway  for multiple yardwaste cans. Return to leaf bags Leaf bin insufficient

More comprehensive compost program allowing and encouraging more food scraps and soiled paper (pizza boxes, etc.)
Accept more 
compostables

for leaves in fall only Nothing more needed
leaf removal in the fall is tough. we have 2 cans and it takes leaving piles of leaves for multiple weeks to get them all removed. Leaf bin insufficient
The additional yard waste bins will be sufficient for my needs for green waste disposal. Nothing more needed
it is hard keeping up with rising costs time and time again. When will it ever stop. Keep it cheap
Perhaps probably would be a better answer. N/A
In the fall at leaf clean up time an additional bin or service would be nice. Nothing more needed
fall N/A
I woild like asdistance to haul away old electronics from my home at no charge. More bulky green waste
depends on wind storms, etc. Nothing more needed
though i haven't used it, it's my understanding that a lot of items aren't allowed in call to haul that were allowed with the yearly neighborhood 
clean up Misc
a leaf/yard waste pickup in the fall Vacuum up leaves More bulky green waste
I only need it during the fall when the leaves need to be put in a bin.  My yard collects about 10 bins full of leaves and it takes several months until 
they're all collected and by then the snow has fallen. Leaf bin insufficient
If you're only going to pick up in each areas on a schedule, then you should publish that schedule so we can plan around it. Service suggestion



If Call2Haul could be more than once-per-year, or some similar service that is *only* for green waste in *addition* to Call2Haul, I think that would 
be very beneficial. More bulky green waste

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Allow kitchen scraps
Collect more food 
waste

More education on 
compost

The previous bag pick-up for fall leaves is better than the current arrangement of bins. Again you made life worse for residents. Return to leaf bags

Did not know about Call 2 Haul for this service.
More education on 
current services / C2H

Yard waste comes in waves and it's not efficient to order more yard containers that might only be used once.
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

What happens to the lighting fee when all of the lights have been converted to LED? Misc Reexamine
only need it a couple times a year. Nothing more needed

I would like to get a new can - they are disgusting- after a season and impossible to clean without junk and detergents going down the sewers. Service suggestion

Need more info on all the programs offered!!
More education on 
current services / C2H

We need to become up-to-date on what can be collected into compost. Many things can be composted yet your asking us not to and it adds to 
landfill which is severely hurting our planet

More education on 
compost

The city came and took care of their own dead tree in front of the house. Otherwise one call 2 haul is plenty for me. I will use the other yard cans. Nothing more needed
Never been told available year-round.  Very strict in my neighborhood not to exceed 8 weeks Misc

Call 2 Haul doesn't collect tree limbs--in fact, I'd have better luck just ordering 10 yard waste bins and putting them in there. They shouldn't claim 
they offer tree limb collection--they offer twig collection, which is useless because there are yard waste bins available. More bulky green waste

Disposal of large limbs after storms
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

Additional bins for leaf collection have been offered in the past. Not sure if it still is or not. Nothing more needed
the leaves fall all at once and no number of extra cans are possible.  it is like somebody's brotherinlaw owns the vacuum trucks Leaf bin insufficient Vacuum up leaves

Miss the old yearly pick-up for branches too big for the compost can
Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Any additional service, to be considered, would have to be substantially different than the current Call-2-Haul. Dislikes C2H
The best way to collect fallen leaves.  I think they should be pushed into the streets (little traffic) and the city should vacuum up and turn into 
compost.  Make much more sense than more plastic backs holding a bio-degradable resource. Vacuum up leaves
If not general trash curb pickup yearly. Then a once or twice a year (even monthly during summer months) tree and limb pickup would benefit the 
city. More cleaned yards as well as more material for mulch product the city can sell.

Monthly bulk green 
waste pickup

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Leaf trucks would be nice. Just pile leaves at the curb in the fall Vacuum up leaves
Just because I stated that I do not need additional "brush and other green waste disposal" services does not mean that I do not think the City 
should consider offering those services. I just have no need for them at my home. I acknowledge that some SLC residents may need them and I 
support funding those additional services.

Do not need additional 
green waste service

Green waste in my opinion is the best of all and use the most besides trash. Compost important
Give he option to give up blue can for a larger green can Service suggestion

alternating spring or fall green waste collection would be helpful for me.

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

after an exceptional storm
Help with storm debris 
cleanup

The city trees on the park strip in my neighborhood are too large for the leaf cans that are available Leaf bin insufficient

A twice yearly pick up would be great for fall and spring yard work when most of the pruning happens. 

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

What about a call 2 dump, for dumping compost?  

Provided designated 
bulky green waste 
pickup

Besides having an extra yard waste bin, this time of year I have more leafs than I can handle! Leaf bin insufficient
City needs to come by more often during fall to sweep up leaves in the street gutters... every year drains are ineffective when the rain/snow shows 
up.

Street sweeper 
complaint

none Nothing more needed
Leaf pickup. Can be picking up plastic bags on curb Return to leaf bags



Too much waste goes into the landfill with the new program and I heard that it takes forever to get a date that may or may not work with my 
schedule. Misc
Would be nice to have annual yard clean up/pickup Return to NCU
I wish could have collection for landscape dirt/rock Service suggestion
You suck slc Misc
Having green waste disposal service is great idea, because quite often green waste such as tree branches are very space consuming, especially 
when you don't have wood chipper. Compost important
In the fall, we need more options for disposing of our leaves than the 2 yard waste containers we already utilize. Leaf bin insufficient
I wish branches were allowed in the brown compost bin, but otherwise I think everything is great. I do miss the neighborhood trash pick ups tho, 
was messy but fun to salvage and upcycle things More bulky green waste
N/A N/A
A lot of trees within the city dump an obscene amount of leaves on the ground. Clean-up during the fall is the worst. Leaf bin insufficient
Bring back the yearly pickup. My neighbor used Call 2 Haul to pick up a tree that was uprooted. She had it cut into pieces, but when the 2-Haul 
came they said it was too large, so they had to pay someone to come and get it. :-( I very seldom use the compost can; only in the fall for leaf 
pickup. Change your policy to take all product put out for pick-up. Return to NCU

Put all green waste on 
curb, no restrictions

Don't know how to word my feelings. Will we be charged for services others use but we do not? Budget Impact Keep it cheap
Do not need additional 
green waste service

Not needed Nothing more needed
Not needed Nothing more needed


